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INTRODUCTION 



INTRODUCTION 

The practical Sanskrit-English Dictionary 

defines abhinaya as "acting, gesticulation, any 

theatrical action (expressive of some sentiment, 

passion & c.)" or dramatic representation. Refer-

ring to Sihityadarpaoa, it quotes - "bh~vedabhi-

nayovasthanukara~ sa caturvidhaf:!. angiko vacikas

caimiharya~ sattvikastathi", that is,"abhinaya is 

the imitation of condition. It is of four kinds:-

(1) gestural (conveyed by bodily actions) 

(2) vocal (conveyed by words) 

(3) extraneous, (conveyed by dress, ornaments, 

decoration & c.) 

( 4) i nterna 1 , conveyed by the manifestation of 

internal feeling such as perspiration, thrilling & 

c. 

~ 

According to SabdakaJpadrumah, the root word . 
of abhinaya is ni and its derivation is "abhi + ni 

+ karane ac", that is abhiniyate hrdgatkrodhadib-. . 
hava~ prakasyatenena iti abhinaya~; Sabdakalpadru-

mah says further about abhinaya, "hrdgatkrodhi.dib-. . 
havavyanjaka~. angulyadina vyaktikrtmana~ kiryam. 
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tatparyiya~. vyanjaka~"· If we understand the word 

"vyanjakah" as a "signitying unit", then abhinaya . 
• is the heartfelt emotions 1 ike anger etc. which 

are expressed by the movements of fingers etc . 
..... 

Referring to SahityadarpaQa, SabdakalpadrumaQ says 

about abhinaya that · "ran gad i bh i rnata i h 
. . . 

ramayudh i sth i radi namavasth'§nukaranam" . . ,that i s , 

abhinaya is following the conditions of rama, 

yudhisthira and others through various dramatic 

modes. So, abhinaya represents those actions which 

lead us towards rima, yudhis~hira and other ideal 

heroes. 

If we ana 1 yse the derivation of the word 

abhinaya, we see that the verbroot ni is the verb 

number 901 in the bhvadi-gaQa and is both atmanep

adl' as well as parasmaipad1. Its meaning is "to 

attain"as well as "to lead to attain".Ac is a krt . 
suffix in the sense of the instrument. According 

to the following definition of abhinaya- abhitah 

par ita~ sarvatah samantat n iyate sah;dayasya 
0.. 

hrdayamrasbhavan bhutim prati, abhinaya is a means 
. • 4 

of carrying the mood of the audience towards the 

common emotional feelings. And so Bharata's defi-

nition of abhinaya seems to be appropriate. The 

sixth {Joka of the eighth chapter of the Natyasas-

tra explains about abhinaya that the root nin with 

2 



abhi prefixed is in the sense of 'arriving at' or 

'taking on' face to face. Since this takes pad~r-

thas (objects) [Another reading is prayog!lh 

(performances)] face to face it is remembered as 

abh i nay a. So "the very etymo 1 ogy of the word 

abhinaya shows that it carries forward the main 

objective of the play" (Rekha Jhanji,1989:21). 

Further the 7th sJoka says that abhinaya makes 

kinds of objects clearly understood through per

formance a 1 ong with S"ak ha (branch-gesture), anga 

(limb) and upanga (ancillary limb) and hence it is 

remembered as abhinaya. 

The prefix abhi literally means 'to, towards, 

from a 11 sides etc' . So abh inaya means those 

actions which lead the actor and the audience to 

the person dramatically represented on the stage. 

If we take the other meaning of the prefix abhi 

(from a 11 sides), then the meaning is understood 

through the process of "generalisation". According 
~ 

to Kavyaprakasa of Mamma~a, the process of "gener-

alisation" involves alaukikavibhavadisabdavyavhirya 

mamaivete satrorvaite tatasthavaite, na mamaivaite 

na satrorvaite na tatasthaivaite. That is to say 

the "renunciation in poetry and drama of specific 

relationships that (1) 'this is mine or 'this is 

my enemy's' or ·this be 1 ongs to a disinterested 
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• 

person (where specific relationship is affirmed) 

or (2) 'this is not mine', 'this is not my ene-

my's', 'this does not belong to a disinterested 

person' (where specific relationship is denied); 

though the said emotion actually subsists in the 

part i cu 1 ar spectator h imse 1 f, yet, by reason of 

the generalised form in which it is presented, the 

man loses, for the moment, all sense of separate 

personality and has his consciousness merged in 

the universal" (Ganganath Jha, 1985:57-58). This 

means that the required effect of abhinaya is to 

make the audience forget comp 1 ete 1 y their own 

existence as well as the actor's existence as an 

actor the audience is completely carried away 

towards the person represented on the stage. Since 

ni is atmanepad1 also, so abhinaya also means that 

the actor is profoundly lost and transformed into 

the personality enacted on the stage. In both the 

cases, abhinaya 1s like the external stimulus that 

stirs the internal feelings . 

In his commentary on the sutra number 226 of 

Natyadarpanam, . . Ra~handra-Gu~achandra defines 

abh i nay a as "samaj i kanamabh imukhyeno. sak~atkaref)(l. 

niyate prapyate arthoneneti abhinaya~", i.e., that 

which represents (something) visually face to face 

to the audience is called abhinaya. This repre-

4 



sent at ion i nvo 1 ves yathabhavamanukr i ya' , that is 

the representation of various moods of the charac

ter according to different emotional states. Thus 

abh i nay a may be exp 1 a i ned as representation of 

various states of being 

literary communication. 

in a dramatic or visual 

However, this is not 

essent i a 1 that the actor or the audience has 

personally watched the behaviour of the person 

being dramatically represented. So what is repre

sented is the conceptus 1 i sed behaviour of the 

character. Hence abh i nay a becomes a system of 

signs based on the imitative representation of the 

conceptualised external behaviour of the charac

ter according to different emotional states. The 

dramatic representation through abh i nay a essen

t·i a 1 1 y presupposes the act of dramatic communi ca

tion which is different than communication in 

other fields because in drama the audience does 

not assume the role of the transmitter of messages 

in communication and dramaturgy. 

In the theatrical communication, the role of 

the spectator as we 11 as that of the actor is 

a 1 most fixed. Sender (the actor) is a 1 ways the 

sender and the receiver (the spectator) is always 

the receiver. "Information giving process is 

unidirectional" (Elam Keir, 1980:33). In this 

5 
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unidirectional information giving process, there 

is a possibility of feedback only when the audi

ence either applauds or hoots. This process can be 

schematically represented as is shown in the 

figure 1 . 1 . However, here we are not ta 1 king of 

the comprehension of the enactment because various 

epistemologies are involved in this process. 

Comprehension of the enactment is very complex and 

certainly a reconstructive and creative endeavour 

(see Abhinavagupta's commentary on the rasa theo

ry). We are, however, not concerned with this in 

our present dissertation. 

In this theatrical convnunication model the 

source is outside the transmitter-receiver 

mechanism. Unlike the case of the human language, 

there are various transmitters of message operat

ing at the same time, namely body and voice of the 

actors, their costume, props, set, 1 i ght arrange

ment etc .. These transmitters emit signals by 

certain movements, sound smells etc. which tra~el 

through appropriate channe 1 s there may be 

disturbances in the channel present in the form of 

noise etc .. Messages in form of speech, gesture, 

music etc. w i 11 trave 1 to the receivers through 

these channels. The receivers would be the sensory 

organs of the spectators. The spectators, after 
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having received the messages, wi 11 interpret them 

as text. During a theatrical presentation, most of 

the time the communication is completed once the 

message has reached the destination which is the 

spectator. However, the destination also assumes 

the ro 1 e of transmitters through faces, hands, 

voices etc. . They send signa 1 s through sounds, 

hand movements etc. which travel through channels 

like light waves, sound waves etc .. The messages, 

in form of applause, whistles, boos, walk-outs 

etc. , reach the sources and are interpreted by 

them. An important difference between general 

communication and theatrical c·ommunication is that 

the destination-transmitter uses almost a com

pletely different code than the communication code 

being used by the transmitter of the message. 

Other important·difference is that even non-living 

entities like costumes, set, lights etc. are 

supposed to communicate. In fact " everything is a 

s1gn in a theatrical presentation" (ibid, p20). 

Theatr i ca 1 communication is spec i a 1 in the sense 

that every natural sign is· artificial ized and 

assumes certain communicative function. When two 

persons are talking, a flash of lightening may 

mean nothing but in a theatr i ca 1 or cinematic 

context, this will have definite connotation. That 

is t6 say that in theatre every sign is a volun-

7 



tary sign 

function. 

having 

However, 

predetermined communicative 

the spectator is not bound by 

the predetermined communicative signification of 

the sign. The spectator is free to interpret the 

text in his or her own manner and from this arises 

the polyphony in the theatrical context. This 

polyphony depends upon the spectator's ability to 

apprehend important secondary 1 ayers of meanings 

whi~e decoding the performance on the basis of his 

or her understanding of the extra-theatrical and 

genera 1 cu 1 tura 1 va 1 ues attached to certain ob

jects, modes of discourse or forms of b~haviour 

etc. For example, a costume may suggest socio

economic, psychological and even moral character

istics. 

There may be various ways of classifying the 

sign-system of the theatre. For example, according 

to Kowzan, there are thirteen basic sign-systems 

in a theatre: word, tone, mime, gesture, movement, 

make-up, hair-style, costume, properties, set

tings, lighting, music and sound-effect. Word and 

tone constitute the auditive signs created by the 

actor in form of the spoken text. Music and sound

effects also constitute the auditive signs but 

they remain outside the actors present on the 

stage. Mime, gesture, movement, make-up, hair-

8 



style, costume, properties, settings, and lighting 

constitute the visual signs in the theatrical 

system of codes. Properties, setting and lighting 

are the visual signs which remain outside the 
\ 

actor. Mime, gesture, movement, make-up, hair-

style and costume are the visual signs contained 

in person of the actor on the stage. So there are 

two kinds of s.i gns first those of which the 

carrier is the actor and others those which are 

prof used from behind the stage. Both these kinds 

of signs together in harmony constitute the com-

plete theatrical communication. 

There are various other codes related to the 

theatr i ca 1 and dramatic subcodes. For ex amp 1 e, 

general kinesic codes related to conventions 

governing gesture, movement expression based on 

the rules for interpretation of movement in terms 

of character etc. Proxem i c codes determine the 

spatial conventions (concerning the playhouse, 

set, configurations of bodies etc.) based on the 

understanding of the constraints of spatia 1 ar-

rangements in terms of i nter-re 1 at i onsh ips, dra-

matic space etc. This is related to the architec-

tural codes for the construction of the stage and 

the playhouse. Vestimentary codes are those which 

define the ru 1 es for the theatr i ca 1 costume and 
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its con notations. These ru 1 es are based on the 

ru 1 es for interpretation of costume in terms of 

status, character etc. Then there are cosmetic 

codes estab 1 i shed on the basis of make-up norms 

re 1 a ted to conventions of different make-up of 

dramatic types. Pictorial codes are related to 

constraints on the construction of the dramatic 

scene. Musical codes determine the norms regulat

ing the mus i ca 1 accompaniment, inter 1 udes etc. 

Among these codes, ·genera 1 kinesic codes are 

related to angikabhinaya and. vestimentary and 

cosmetic codes are related to aharyik~bhinaya. All 

these codes depend on the cultural traditions of a 

particular society. 

Certain linguistic parameters play an impor

tant ro 1 e in abh i nay a. By and 1 arge, these 1 in

guistic parameters are related to the vacikabhi

naya of Natyasastra. Linguistic parameters deter

mine the syntactic, semantic, phonological consti

tutive ru 1 es and pragmatic ru 1 es based on the 

context of the conversation. They depend upon the 

socio-cultural codes derived from the traditions 

of dramatic, rhetorical and stylistic conventions; 

paralinguistic constraints of voice projection, 

articulation, intonation etc.; dialectical varia

tions on the basis of the regional and sociologi-

10 



cal factors; and idiolectal variations in form of 

actor's imposition of personal traits of the 

characters in the text of the drama. 

We may understand the semiotics of the theat

rical sign-system according to Peirce's classifi

cation of signs. Peirce defines sign as follo~s -

"A sign or representamen, is something which 

stands to somebody for something in some respect 

or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is, 

creates in the mind of that person an equivalent 

sign, or perhaps a more developed sign. That sign 

which it creates ca 11 · the i nterpretant of the 

first sign. The sign stands for something, its 

object. It stands for that object, not in a 11 

re·spects, but in reference to a sort of ide a, 

which have sometimes called the ground of the 

representamen." (Robert E. tmi s, 1986:5). Further 

Peirce says that every representamen is connected 

with three things, the ground, the object, and the 

i nterpretant. According to Peirce, the branch of 

semiotics dealing with "ground" is pure grammar 

whose task is to ascertain what must be true of 

the representamen used by every scientific intel

ligence in order that they may embody any meaning" 

(ibid). 
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In Peirce's system, signs are of three types 

icon, index and symbo 1 . In the iconic signs, 

simi 1 i tude p 1 ays the important ro 1 e the icon 

represents its object mainly by similarity between 

the signifier and the signified. As Peirce writes 

in his colle·cted papers," An icon is a sign which 

refers to the object that it denotes merely by 

virtue of characters of its own, and which it 

possesses ..... Anything whatever, be it qua 1 i ty, 

existent individual, or law, is an Icon of any

thing, in so far as it is like that thing and used 

as a sign of it" (ibid:S). For example, a figura

tive painting or a photograph are iconic signs. 

Further Peirce divides iconic signs into three 

categories - the image, the diagram and the meta

phor - based on the type of similitude relation 

between the sign and the object. "In the theater 

the basic icon is the body and voice of the actor" 

(Elam Keir,1980:22). The body of the actor actual

ly represents the character in the text of the 

drama. Often the characters are chosen on the 

basis of their physical similarity to the charac

ter conceptualised in the text. Also the costume 

of the actor iconized are so arranged that he may 

resemb 1 e the rea 1 character. I conicity ref 1 ects in 

costumes also. For example, a silk cloth may be 

re~lly a silk cloth on stage. Thus both the angi-

12 



l<abhinaya and the aharyil<abhinaya are by and large 

based on the creation of the iconic signs for the 

purpose of the theatrical presentation. 

The iconism is not only limited to the theat

rical visual signs but also equally extendible to 

the acoustic sign-systems. In fact, the spoken 

text of the actor is the representation of some

thing that is supposed to be equivalent to it. 

"The 1 anguage 

spoken by the 

of the actor iconized is being 

actor" (ibid:23). And this brings 

even the vacil<abhinaya close to the iconic signs. 

Index i ca 1 signs are causa 11 y connected ·with 

their objects through some existential relation to 

that object either physical or through contiguity. 

As Peirce writes," An Index is a sign which refers 

to the Object that it denotes by virtue of being 

really affected by that Object." (Robert E. 

I mi s, 1986:8). And further he writes about the 

ln<;iexical signs that" in so far as the Index is 

affected by the Object, it necessarily has some 

Quality in common with the Object, and it is in 

respect to these that it refers to the Object. 1 t 

does, therefore, i nvo 1 ve a sort of I con, a 1 though 

an Icon of peculiar kind; and it is not the mere 

resemblance of its Object, even in these respects 

13 



which makes it a sign, but it is the actual modi

fication of it by the Object" (ibid). The category 

of the Index i ca 1 signs is so broad that almost 

every aspect of a theatr i ca 1 performance can be 

considered in some or the other way as an indexi

cal sign of some object. Every sign in a theatre, 

whether its setting or the costumes or the voice 

modulation or the representation of the characters 

by the actors, depend on some sort of association 

or contiguity with the objects being represented 

in the theatrical performance. 

In symbols the relationship between the 

signifier and the signified is conventional and 

unmotivated. No relationship of simi 1 itude or of 

physical association is presupposed in a symbol. " 

A symbol is a sign which refers to the Object that 

it denotes by virtue of a law, usually an associa

tion of general ideas, which operates to cause the 

Symbo 1 to be interpreted as referring to that 

Object" (ibid). The most obvious example of a 

symbol is the linguistic sign. Also, going by this 

definition, a theatrical performance as a whole can 

be considered to be symbo 1 i c because it is on 1 y 

through convention that the spectator understands 

the events on the stage as standing for something 

other than the events themselves. 

14 



Thus one can say that during a theatr i ca 1 

performance, all the three sign-functions - icon-

i c , indexical and symbolic are essentially 

present simultaneously. However, we are mainly 

concerned with the sign as theatrical representa-

men of the behaviour of man during various moods 

according to different bhavas (emotional fervour). 

Our study is based on the Na~ya£astra which is an 

ancient Indian treatise on theatrical representa-

tion and dramaturgy. Written by Bharata, this 

ancient treatise on drama-theory serves even today 

as an extremely important document for the dancers 

and stage performers of diverse schools. 

Our study of the concept of abhinaya in the 
/_ 

Natyasastra will be divided mainly into four chap 

ters: in the first chapter the p 1 ace and concept 

of abhinaya in the rasa theory (this chapter will 

be on the sattvil<abhinaya), in the second chapter 

the angikabhinaya, in the third chapter the vaci-

kabhinaya and in the fourth chapter the aharyabhi-

nay a will be examined according to the Na~yasas-

tra. And in the end we will write a general con-

c 1 us ion of our understanding of the concept of 

abhinaya in the Natyafastra. 
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CHAPTER - _L 

~~ce and Concept pf abhinay~ in rasa theory 
(The sattvika abhinaya) 



with 

PLACE AND CONCEPT OF ABHIHAYA ~ RASA THEORY 

{THE SATTVIKA ABHINAYA) 

This chapter is aimed at studying abhinaya 

reference to the ~aia theory. This study is 

relevant to our context because the whole purpose 

of abhinaya as we 11 as of na~ya is to create rasa. 

So, in this chapter first we w i 1 1 examine the rasa 

dealt with in the 
..... _ 

in the theory as Natyasastra 

context of some other related texts and then we 

w i 11 study the p 1 ace and concept of abh i nay a in 

the rasa theory. 

Abhinaya communicates experience to the 

audience. At the core of this experience, there is 

some event. The causes of these events are v1bha-

vas. The ex peri encer, whether actor or audience, 

responds both mentally and physically to the 

st imu 1 i provided by the experience of an event. 

The menta 1 or emotion a 1 response is the bhava. 

Bhava is the effect of the vibhava. The intrinsic 

physical responses are the sattvika bhavas. Anub-

havas are the variable behaviours of a person 

during the experience of an event. Abhinaya is a 

direct corre 1 ate of the sat tv i ka bhavas and the 

16 



anubhavas. Enactment of anubhavas during various 

emotional states (bhavas) to evoke rasa during the 

presentation of a play is the purpose of abhinaya. 

Rasa is defined by Bharata in his Natyasas

tra as fo 11 ows - v ibhaviinubhava - vyabh i car 1 -

samyogat rasa ni~pattiry (Pandit 

Kedarnath,1983:93) which means that the "combina-

t ion of vi bhavas (determinants) and anubhavas 

(consequents) together with vyabh i car f bhavas 

(transitory states) produce rasa" ( Na~yasastra, A 

Board of Scholars, Sri Satguru Publication, Delhi, 

p73). So, rasa is the product of an admixture of 

various bhavas. Dasarupaka defines rasa as- vibha

vairanubhavaisca sattvikairvyabhicaribhi~. aniya

mana~ svadyatvamsthayf bhavo rasary smrtary (George 

C.O. Haas 1962:107). That is to say, that sthay1b

hava worth relishing is called rasa which is 

produced by vi bhavas, anubhavas 1 sat tv i ka bhavas 

and vyabh i car1 bhavas. However, here it is not 

imp 1 i ed that the sthay1 bhava itself is rasa. 

Instead rasa is that which is relishable - rasa 

it i ka~ padartha~ atrucyate-asvadyatvat ( Pand it 

Kedarnath, 1983:93). 

Now we will first define bhava, vibhava, 

anubhava as these terms have been used in the 
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definition of rasa. Bhava is a particular mental 

state in specific situations towards something or 

somebody and that object or that person towards 

which bhava is expressed is ca 11 ed vibhava. 

Defining bhava, Bharata says 

vagangasattvopetank~vyarthanbhavayant1ti bhava iti 

(Pandit Kedarnath,1983:104) That is to say, bhavas 

are those," which bhivayanti (instill meaning) of 

the theme of the 1 i terary composition into the 

audience by means of vacika, iingika and sattvika 

means of presentation." ( Ni~ya~astra, A Board of 

Scholars, Sri Satguru Publications, Delhi). Thus 

bhava is actually an instrument of causation which 

makes the meaning of the 1 i terary composition 

bhavayant i (infuse or pervade the mind of the 

audience). -sharata exp 1 a ins this instrument of 

causation in three ways :-

1. as an instrument to bring the theme conveyed 

into realization. 

2. as an instrument to revea 1 the idea of the 

poet. 

3. as an instrument to make rasas pervade. 

Bharata in the seventh chapter writes three 

/ 
slokas related to this -
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Vibhavairahrto yortho hyanubhavaistu gamyate. 

Vagangasattvabhinaya1~ sa bhava iti sangyitary. 
,. 

(sloka 1, chapter?) 

i.e. "when the theme conveyed by the vibhava 

is brought into rea 1 i zat ion through anubhava by 

means of the gestures whether vacika, ~ngika or 

sattvika, it is termed as bhava." (Na~ya~astra, A 

Board of Scholars, Sri Satguru Publications, 

Delhi). So bhava is the instrumental cause to make .. 
the meanings present by V.ibhava and anubhava 

pervade the mind and heart oA the audience. 

,. 
The second sloka on bhava is -

Vagangamukharagena sattvenabhinayena ca. 
\ . 

Kaverantargatam bhavam bhavayanubhava ucyate. 

c\sloka 2. chapter 7) 

which makes the idea of the poet 

revealed through words, gesticulltions, colours of 
. \ 

1 • e. " That 

the face a'nd temperamental nepresentation is 

ca 11 ed bhava." ( Na~yasastra, 
. \ 

A ~oard of Scholars, 

Sri Satguru Publications, Delhi) Here also bhava 

is understood as an instrumental cause to reveal 

sattva,i.e., the essence of the 1~eas of the poet 

through different kinds of abhinay~. 
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The third s1oka on bhava is -

Nanabhinayasambaddhanbhavayanti rasaniman. 

Yasmattasamaaamibhava vigyeya natyayoktrbhih. . . . 
(s1oka 3, chapter 7) 

i.e. "Sine~ they make these rasas related to 

different gestures pervade (the comprehension of 

the audience) they should be known by the sponsors 
..... _ 

of the dramatic performance as bhavas." (Natyasas-

tra, A Board of Scho 1 ars, Sri Satguru Pub 1 i ca-

t ions, De 1 hi ) . Here, bhava is the instrumental 

cause to establish the required relationship 

between rasas and abhinaya into the mind of the 

audience. Hence,bhava, as understood by Bharata in 

--a 11 these three s 1 okas, is a cause to bring about 

the meaning manifested by abhinaya. Thus while 

defining bhava, Bharata conceives abh inaya as 

that which estab 1 i shes the re 1 at ionsh i p between 

bhiva and the dramati~ (or the literary text). 

Next we are going to define vibhava which is 

translated by Manmohan Ghosh as determinant. 

According to The Practical Sanskrit English Die-

tionary of V.S. Apte, the prefix vi' means dis-

tinct. Hence, vibhava is that distinct instrumen-

ta 1 cause which makes the existence of bhavas 
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possible. Vibhava is the cause of bhava. As Bhara-

ta says, .. vibhavah karanam n imittam heturiti 

paryayah" (Pandit Kedarnath, 1983: 105) i.e. vibha-

va is the synonym of karana, nimitta and hetu . . 
Karana and hetu are almost perfect synonyms but 

there is a difference in the meanings of karana 

and nimitta. Karana is the cause and nimitta is 

the instrument through which the cause operates to 

proceed towards the consequence. Hence, there are 

two kinds of vibhavas - alambana and uddfpana. Pt. 

Jagannatha writes in Rasagang~dhara, "evamesam . 
sthayibhavanam Joke tattannayakagatanam yanyalam-

banatayoddipinataya va karanatvena prasiddhanik, 

tanye~u kavyanatyayorvyajyamanesu . . v; bnavasabdena 

vyapad i ~yante", ( Pand it Jagannatha, 1987: 146) i . e. 

when the causes of· sthay i bhava which we know as 

a1ambana (supporting causes) and udd1pana (stimu-
\ 

lating or circumstantial causes), are described in 

the literature or the play they are called vibha-

va. For example, for the sthayi bhava of rati or 

Love, the a1ambana vibhava will be the hero and 

the heroin and the uddTpana vi bhava w i 11 be a 

c 1 oudy weather, so 1 i tude and such other circum

stances. Further, there are two kinds of ~lambana 

- vi~ayalambana and a;~lambana. Vi~ayalambana is 

-the object of the rise of an emotion, that is, a 

person or object or event for whom or which the 
1) \ s~ 

0.)\S~ ~ ~-".) ~\: ~( ~\) 
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emotion has arisen. 
- ..... (}..- . 
Asryalambana is the person in 

#o. 

whom the emotion has awakened. 

The overall situation in literature or drama 

created by udd1pana, vi~ayalambana and - ,.o.- . 
as'Lyalam-

bana vibhavas determines the abhinaya, i.e. the 

enactment by the dramatis personae. Thus vibhava 

determines as to how through abhinaya the rela-

t i onsh i p between the bhiva and the text can be 

established. Bharata says," vibhivyantenena vagan-

gas at t vabh i nay a it i vi bhavah" ( Pand it Kedarnath, 

1983:105), i.e.,"The vacika, angika and sattvika 

gestures are known through this. Hence it is 

vibhava" (Na~yaS'astra, A Board of Scholars, Sri 

Satguru Publications, Delhi). 

Anubhava is defined as,"anubhavyatenena 

vagangasat t vakr-tobh i nay a it i" ( Pand it Kedarnath, 

1983: 105), i.e., " Since the dramatic presentation 

by means of words, gestures and the temperament 

are made to be felt by this, it is called anubhava 

(consequent)." (Na~yafastra, A Board of Scholars, 

Sri Satg.uru Publications, Delhi). Anubhava 1 iter-

ally means that which follows bhava. Anubhivas are 

the visible effects after the rise of a 

bhava, i.e., an emotional state. Anubhava is di-

rectly related to abhinaya in the histrionic 
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representation as it is anubhava of a character 

which is to be represented by an actor on the 

stage. In 1 i terature, anubhava 1 s described to 
' 

show the emotion a 1 state of a character. Bharata 

elucidates on anubhava :-

Vagangabhinayeneh yatastvarthonubhavyate . 
• 

..... 
Sakha~gopangasamyuktastvanubhavastatah smrtah. ' .. . . 

~ 
(s1oka 5, Chapter 7) 

i.e.," Since the meaning is sought to be felt 

by the spectators by means of words, gestures and 

dramatic presentation it is called anubhava and it 

is remembered as re 1 at i ng to words, gestures and 

ancillary angas". (Natyafastra, A Board of Schol-

ars, Sri Satguru Publications, Delhi). Here, 

anubhava is actually defined in terms of abhinaya. 

Bharata says," anubhava vibhavasca jnyeyastvabhi-

naye budhai~" (Pandit ~:edarr:ath, 1983:106), 1.e., 

"anubhavas and vibhavas are to be known cy 
~ 

learned men by means of abhinaya" (Natyasastra, A 

Board of Scholars, Sri Satguru Publications, 

Delhi). Evidently abhinaya is the histrionic 

representat fon 1 n drama of the anubhava of the 

.-........ _1 "b asrya am ana ,... 1n order to evoke the determined 

rasa, rooted in the bhava. The way a~~a 1 ambana 
/. 

has been conceived and described by the playwright 
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defines its mode of abhinaya. 

Coming back to further classification of the 

'states of being' ,i.e., bhava, Bharata classifies 

it into three broad categories - sthay1 (perma

nent), vyabh i car 1 or sancar 1 (transitory) and 

sattvika (which are non-voluntary physical reac

tions or responses to the rise of a durable emo

tion). The distinction between sthay1 bhava and 

the sancar'l bhava is that sthay'l bhava is the 

pr inc i pa 1 and dominant state of emotion whereas 

sancar T bhava is the subsidiary and aux i 1 i ary 

state of emotion. As indicated above, sat tv i I< a 

bhava is the non-vo 1 untary response to sthay"f 

bhava. 

Bharata enumerates and expounds eight sthayT 

bhavas, thirty three san car 1 bhavas and eight 

sattvikas. Hence there exist forty nine bhavas. 

The eight sthayi bhavas are as follows:-

1. Rati 2. Hasa 3. Soka 4. Krodha 

5. Utsaha 6.Bhaya 7. Jugupsa 8. Vismaya. 

Now we shall expound them. 

1. Rati 

The essence of rati is pleasure - the joy in 

getting the desired object. This is an all pervad-
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ing permanent state of emotion. The vibhavas awak-

en i ng this sthay T bhava are f avourab 1 e seasons, 

gar 1 ands, unguents, ornaments, persons near and 

dear, 1 ofty abodes, absence of antagonism (from 

others) etc. These v ibhavas may be numerous de-

pending upon the context of the drama and the 

civilisation but the bhava will be the same. The 

anubhava for representing rati will be face beam-

ing with smiles, words or exquisite sweetness, 

knitting of the eyebrows, glances,etc. 

2. Has a 

It is 1 aughter. Incongruity causes 1 aughter. 

It is produced and also represented by reproducing 

someone's activities and behaviour by imitation 

and parody. Also inconsistent utterances, foolish 

activities and anything contrary to propriety 

produce laughter. 
,. 

3.Soka 
,.;.'"'" ... 

It~{{~ sorrow caused by separation from be-

loved ones, destruction of assets, murder, impris-

onment and such other situations. The genera 1 

anubhavas for representing ~oka are shedding 

tears, lamentations, bewailing, pallor in the 

face, change of voice, sehsation of looseness of 

limbs, falling on the ground, weeping loudly, 

writhing and squirming, deep sighs, sluggishness, 

madness, 1 oss of sense, death etc. Bharata c 1 as-
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sifies the crying into three categories thus making 

it c 1 ear that anubhava of crying does not stand 

only for soka. There are three types of crying -

born of joy, born of distress and born of jeal

ousy. When cheeks bloom with delight, there is 

recollection through words without concealing 

tears and the cheeks are marked with rom§hca, the 

cry is anubhava of joy. When the vibhava is jeal

ousy, the cry as an anubhava will be accompanied 

by the violent throbbing of lips and cheeks along 

with deep sighs and shaking of the head. This 

crying when shown on stage does not represent 

soka. The crying becomes indicative of saka when 

there is much shedding of tears a 1 ong with 1 oud 

sound, the movement of the limbs and ihe activi

ties indicate uneasiness, there is falling on the 

ground, rolling and lamenting. 

Here, we see that in terms of abh i nay a, 

Bharata is very careful in distinguishing all the 

emotional states that may be represented by almost 

simiJar anubh~vas. Jhis approach emphasizes that, 

for Bharata, the starting point for studying natya 

is abhinaya. 

4.Krodha 

It is anger caused by i nsu 1 t i ng affront, 

abusive words, quarrel, dispute, adverse remarks, 
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a 1 tercat; ons and such other situations. Bharata 

classifies anger into five categories and suggests 

different ways to represent each category of 

anger. The anger can be against -

(1) the open resistance by the enemies 

(2) the venerable persons 

(3) the beloved 

(4) the attendant 

(5) the pretended anger. 

The anubh?rva for the abh inaya of the anger 

caused by the open resistance by the enemies are 

knitted eyebrows, ferocious face, biting of lips, 

clasping of hands and touching the chest, head and 

the arms. Like this, Bharata enumerates different 

anubhavas for each kind of anger which are differ

ent in each case even though the principal emotion 

is the same. This shows that the same emotion can 

be enacted in different ways depending upon the 

context of the rise of the part i cu 1 ar emotion. 

That is to say that in Bharata's concept, abhi

naya depends not only on the emotion but also on 

the context in which the emotion is evoked in the 

drama. Such a concept of abh inaya corre 1 ates it 

with the totality of the discourse of the drama. 

s.utsaha 

It is energetic enthusiasm resulting from 
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power, courage, heroism, readiness to sacrifice, 

absence of distress and such other situations. It 

is a particular psychological state which normally 

does not have any immed i at·e vi bhava and Bharata 

indicates it to be represented by genera 1 att i-

tudes such as fortitude, astute readiness to 

undertake much, alertness and acts of vigilance. 

Here again the modes of abh inaya are conceptua

lised as based on the way the character is con

ceived in relation to the totality of the dis

course of the drama. 

6.8haya 

It is fear mainly in the mean type of per

sons. The vibhavas for this are some crimes com

mitted against preceptors and kings, wandering 

through forests and vacant houses, seeing moun

tains, being rebuked, cloudy days, nocturnal 

darkness, movement of owls, hearing the shouts of 

rak~asas etc. For the abhinaya of bhaya Bharata 

prescribes separate anubhavas for its representa

tion on stage and by dancers. The dancers are 

supposed to represent it by loosening of limbs and 

twinkling of eyes whereas its histrionic represen

tation is by means of frights, trembling of hands 

and feet, opening of eyes widely and such similar 

actions and qualities. 
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7.Jugupsa 

It is disgust arising from hearing and lis

tening to .unp 1 easant things. Such a disgust is 

hi str ion i ca 11 y represented by anubhavas 1 ike 

contracting all the limbs, spitting out, twisting 

of the mouth, heartache etc. 

B.Vismaya 

It is wonderment produced by vi bhavas 1 ike 

jugglery, magical illusion, superhuman activity, 

wonderful and mysterious body, artistic craft, 

excellence and the like. It is to be represented 

by tears of joy, d i 1 at i ng of eyes, d i start ion of 

eyebrows, horripilation, perspiration and some

times by shouting of 'bravo, bravo'. 

The above mentioned eight sthayf bhavas 

constitute the principal emotional states of man. 

These sthayi bhavas are supported by forty one 

vyabhicarT or sancar1 bhavas. The word vyabhicar1 

litera 11 y means those that take the movement of 

different objects towards rasas. There are forty 

one vyabhicar1 bhavas. For each we give the defi

nition and the related vibhavas and anubh~vas:-

1.Nirveda 

It is despondency produced by vibhavas such 

as impoverished state, insult, being called by bad 

names, angry thrashing, separation from dear ones 
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and such others similar. Even the acquisition of 

the ultimate knowledge produces nirveda. The 

vibhavas of nirveda are so different from each 

other that they have anubhavas completely differ-

ent from each other. Deep sighs, eyes full with 

tears and an overall miserable condition are 

generally the anubhavas by means of which nirveda 

is presented on the stage. The anubhava for the 

nirveda caused by the acquisition of the ultimate 

knowledge is different. Acquisition of the ulti-

mate knowledge and separation from beloved are to 

be represented by deep sighing and elaborate 

thinking like that seen in a yogT in meditation. 

2. G 1 ani 

It is feebleness caused by general illness, 

religious penances, old age, excess of drinking, 

exercise, trave 1 i ng, hunger or thirst and such 

other phys i ca 1 cond i. t ions. The anubhavas of g 1 ani 

are feeble utterances, eyes without lustre, pitia-

ble movements of limbs etc. 

It is a f earfu 1 suspicion. Its representation 

on the stage is by means of constant apprehensive 

looks on all sides, keeping the face veiled, 

dryness of the mouth, 1 i ck i ng with the tongue, 

pa 11 or of the face, tremors, parched 1 ips, 1 oss of 

voice etc. Bharata classifies S'atika into two 
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kinds - one arising from onese 1 f and the other 

from others and according 1 y he c 1 ass if i es the 
/' 

anubhavas. Sank a arising from oneself is repre-

sen ted by the movement of the eyes and in the 
,..._-
sanka arising from others, the actor glances 

either side frequently and there is a gloom on his 

face. 

4.Asi1ya 

It is jealousy arising from others' fortune, 

power, wealth and such other thing of which one 

feels a lack in oneself. This emotion is repre-

sented by crooked eyebrows, arrogance on face, 

envy, decrying others' good qualities and similar 

other anubhavas. 

S.Mada 

It 1s inebriety caused by intoxication. It is 

of three kinds :-

(1) TaruQa (which in this context means excessive) 

(2) Madhya (medium) 

(3) Avakrsta (light or low) . . . 

The general anubhavas for mada are singing, 

laughing, using harsh words and sleeping. However, 

the abhinaya of mada depends upon two parameters:-

1. its kind among the three kinds enumerated above 

2. whether the character is of superior type, 
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inferior type or of middling type. 

Under the influence of mada, persons of 

superior type sleep, those of middling types laugh 

and sing and those of inferior types utter harsh 

words. Accordingly light inebriation is related to 

men of superior types, medium inebriety is related 

to men of middling types and excessive inebriety 

is related to men of inferior types. Light intoxi

cation is represented by smiles, sweet passions, 

bold physical appearance, slightly faltering words 

and such other behaviour of de 1 i cate charm. I ne

briety makes the gait of a man of medium nature 

crooked and unsteady and this determines the 

histrionic representation of his inebriety. The 

inebriety in the man of mean nature is shown by 

his disgusting behaviour hiccups, cough and 

vomiting. In this context, Bharata further men

tions that if a character enters the stage already 

under the influence of intoxicating drinks, it 

shows that his inebriety is deGreasing and if the 

character first enters the stage and then starts 

taking 1 i quor, his inebriety is supposed to be 

increasing. Here by leaving the audience to imag~ 

i ne what cou 1 d have happened ·before the actua 1 

histrionic representation by the character, Bhara

ta re 1 ates actua 1 abh inaya of anubhavas to the 
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experience of the audience about the behaviour of 

men in actua 1 1 if e. Hence the abh 1 nay a does not 

remain an activity separate from life. Abh'inaya 

thus is not a rea 1 ity on 1 y of the stage but a 

part i cu 1 ar way of behaving on stage which is 

related to the actual life of the actor as well as 

of the audience. 

"' 6.Srama 

It is exhaustion or fatigue because of jour-

ney, exercises or any such tiring enterprises. It 

is to be represented on the stage by deep breaths 

and other such tired modes of behaviour 1 ike 

walking slowly, yawning, pressing of the limbs and 

other similar activities. 

7. A1 asya 

It is lethargy. It is normally a behaviour of 

characters of mean nature. i7asya·may be caused by 

natural inclination, sorrow, walking, satiety, 

pregnancy etc. Alasya caused by strain of sickness 

and natura 1 inc 1 i nat ion is to be represented by 

not doing anything but for taking food. In other 

cases the anubhavas of al asya are a distaste 

towards all activiti.es, lying down or sitting 

quietly, drowsiness and other similar behaviour. 

8.0a'inya 

It is wretchedness and dejection as a conse-

quence of extreme poverty, menta 1 distress etc. 1 t 
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is to be represented by absence of forti tude, 

mentally stunned state and avoiding cleansing of 

the body. 

9.Cinta 

It is anxiety caused by poverty, loss of 

wea 1 th or theft of some dear object, expectant 

eager heart etc. It is to be represented on the 

stage by deep sighs, distressed states, contempla

tion and other similar behaviour. 

10.Moha 

It is delusion. Its general vibhavas are 

adversity, ace i dents, fear and reco 11 ect ion of 

previous enmity. The general abhinaya of moha is 

by means of behaviour related to loss of all 

senses. 

11.Smrti 

It is recollection produced by means of 

vi bhavas which remind one of things and events 

producing happiness or misery. Its representation 

on the stage w i 11 be by nodding of the head, 

looking down, movements of the eyebrows, excessive 

delight etc. 

12.ohrti 

It is contentment and fortitude. The vibhivas 

that produce dhrti are spiritual knowledge, afflu

ence, devotion to preceptors, good habits and such 

others which can counter bhaya (fear), soka(grief) 
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and vi sad a (agony). Its genera 1. representation is 
• 

' by enjoying what one has achieved and not worrying 

for what is lost or destroyed. 

13.vrida . . 
It is shame caused by disrespect to elders, 

not keeping promises, regret over some wrong that 

is commit ted and other simi 1 ar things. The anubha-

vas for vr ida are concea 1 i ng face, scratching • 

earth, biting nails and such other activities. 

14.Capalata • 

It is inconstancy resu 1 t i ng from vi bhavas 

like the absence of restraint in case of passion, 

hatred, rivalry, excessive anger, jealousy etc. 

Its presentation on the stage is by means of 

reckless activities 1 ike using harsh words, 

thrashing, killing, imprisoning etc. 

15.Har~a 

It is delight caused by the satisfactions due 

to the achievement of what is desired 1 ike good 

food, appreciation or someone's love. This delight 

arising out of the realisation of one's aim is to 

b~ represented b'y br i 11 i ance on face and eyes, 

de 1 i cacy and sweetness of speech and movement, 

horripilation and such other anubhavas. 

16.Avega 

It . is excitement caused by adverse circum-

stances and excessively good or bad news. Differ-
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ent adverse circumstances have different anub

h~vas. Evil portents, gusts of winds, heavy rains, 

fire, some calamity, mad running of herds of 

e 1 ephants - a 11 of these six situations create 

a vega but the representation in each case is 

different. Similarly, the anubhavas for good news 

and bad news are not the same. While representing 

avega on the stage, the vibhava and its context 

have to be taken into account. Only two general 

anubhavas for avega are prescribed by Bharata - in 

the case of the superior and middling type charac

ters, avega is characterised by fleeing. The other 

anubhavas for all the eight (apart from the six 

mentioned earlier two others are the good news and 

the bad news) are different and are as follows:-

( 1) Ev i 1 portents Looseness of a 11 1 imbs, 

d i·stract ion of mind, pallor in the face, sur-

prise, sorrow and the like. • 

(2) Gusts of winds :- Covering the face with a 

vei 1, rubbing the eyes, collecting the ends c& the 

clothes worn, hurried departure and the like. 

(3) Rains :- Lumping together the limbs, running, 

looking for some cover and shelter and the like. 

(4) Fire ·-Eyes partially closed because of being 

affected by smoke, contracting and shaking of the 

limbs, running with wise steps, flight etc. 

(5) Calamity :- Sudden retreat, taking up weapons 
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and armour, mounting elephant and horses or ~hari-

ots, striking and the like. 

(6) Mad running of elephants ·- Hurried retreat, 

unsteady gait, fear, para 1 ys is, tremor, frequent 

look towards rear, surpris~ and such others. 

(7) Good n~ws :- Getting up to welcome, embracing, 

presenting garments and ornaments, tears of joy, 

horripilation and the like. 

(8) Bad news :-Falling down on the ground, lamen-

tat ion, d i started movements, ro 11 i ng on a rough 

surface, running away, bewailing and the like. 

17 . .Jadata . 
It is stupor or sluggishness leading to 

cessation or re 1 uctance to resume a 11 types of 

activities. It is caused by sickness and hearing 

or seeing something ~xtremely desired or complete-

1 y undesired. It is to be represented on the stage 

by pratt 1 ing or not speaking at a 11, speaking 

indistinctly, staring steadfastly, utter helpless-

ness and other similar behaviour. 

18.Garva 

It fs arrogance from vibh~vas such as exces-

sive affluence, nobility of birth, handsomeness 

and beauty of form, youth, academic distinction, 

influence and such other situations. The histrion-

i c representation of garva on the stage is by 

means of anubhavas 1 ike contempt and disrespect 
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for others, harassing and causing vexation to 

others, avoiding to reply, not greeting others, 

staring at the shoulders, roaming about, derisive 

laughter, harsh words, disobedience and insult to 

elders. In the case of persons of inferior types, 

boastful movement of the ~yes and the limbs is to 

be employed. 

19.Visada . 
It is dejection arising out of nonfulfillment 

of the work undertaken, natura 1 ca 1 amities, ad-

verse fate and the like. In the abhinaya of visa-. 
da, Bharata puts the anubhavas re 1 a ted to the 

superior and medium types of persons in one cate-

gory and those re 1 a ted to the persons of mean 

order in the other category. In the case of supe-

rior and medium types of persons, visada is to be • 

represented by consideration of various means of 

remedy, hindrance to enthusiasm, absent minded-

ness, deep sighs etc. The anubhavas for visada in 

the mean type of persons are f 1 i ght, down cast 

1 ook, drowsiness, dryness of mouth, 1 i ck i ng the 

sides of the mouth, deep sighs, contemplation etc. 

20.Autsukya 

, It is impatience. It may be caused by seeing 

parks or ref 1 ect ion after the separation from 

be 1 oved persons. Its abh i nay a is by means of 

anxiety, sleep, lethargy, desire to lie down, 
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heaviness of limbs etc .. 

21.Nidra 

It is sleep. It is caused by vibhavas such as 

weakness, fatigue, exhaustion, intoxication, 

indolence, excessive thinking, excessive eating, 

natura 1 soporific tendencies and the 1 ike. It is 

represented on the stage by means of the anubhavas 

such as gravity of the face, rolling of the physi-

cal frame, movements of the eyes, yawning, massag-

ing the body, deep sighs, noisy respiration, 

re·laxed body, sluggishness, closing of the eyes 

etc. 

22.Apasmara 

It is epilepsy produced by means of vibhavas, 

such as ma 1 i gnant possession of an ev i 1 deity, 

serpent, raksas~ pi;aca and others, recol-. "' 
lection of such beings, partaking of the leavings 

of the foods of others, frequenting e~pty cham-

bers, going through unc 1 ear forests, derangement 

of bodily hormones etc. The general anubhavas of 

the state of apasmira are falling down suddenly, 

shivering, foaming in the mouth, getting up even 

in the state of loss of sense etc. 

23.Supta 

It is dreaming-sleeping. It is to be repre-

sented by anubh~vas such as deep breathing, dull-

ness of the body, c 1 os i ng of the eyes, stupor of 
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all the senses, 1 oss of senses, loss of sense and 

waking up after dreams etc. Bharata does not 

mention any vi bhava for supta. It may be so be

cause genera 1 l y there is no immediate cause for 

supta - it can be understood only in the context 

of the drama. 

24.Vibodha 

It means waking up. This state arises because 

of the break of sleep, digestion of food, evil 

dreams, loud sounds etc. This bhava is represented 

by anubha vas such as yawning, rubbing the eyes, 

leaving the bed, se~ing the limbs and face, throw

; ng down the hands, snapping of the fingers and 

such other behaviour. 

25.Amarsa 

It means anger of indignation which arises in 

an·enthusiastic person when he or she is publicly 

insulted by someone superior. This is represented 

on the stage by menta 1 apprehension, ref 1 ect i ng 

with down cast face,. shaking of the head, looking 

for means of remedies, perspiration and similar 

other anubhavas. 

26. Avah ittha 

It is dissimulation caused by shame, fear, 

defeat, deceit, undue aggressiveness etc. It is 

represented by speaking otherwise, 1 ook i ng e 1 se

where, break in speech, pretended patience and 
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similar other anubhavas. 

27. u9 r:-ata 

It is ferocity arising as an emotion out of 

incarceration of the thieves, offense to the 

kings, speaking offensive words and such other 

vibhavas. It is to be represented on the stage by 

killing, imprisoning, beating, rebuking etc. 

28.Mati 

It 1s intellectual self-assurance resulting 

from thinking about the purport of the scriptural 

texts, considerations and conjecturing and infer-

ences etc. The anubhavas of mat i are imparting 

instruction to pupils, ascertaining of the sense, 

clarification of doubts and such other intellectu-

al activities. 

29.vyadhi 

It is ailment. Bharata explains the causes of 

vyadhi in terms of the ayurvedic tradition as vata 

(wind), pitta (bile) and kapha (phle~m). The .. 
attack of these three humours and their cumulative 

effec.t 1 eads to vyadh i. Bharata says that the 

ailments with fever are of two kinds - sasita and 

sadaha. In sasita, one feels cold and in sadaha 

one experiences heat and accordingly the anubhavas 
., 

differ. Sasita is to be shown by shivering, shak-

i n g of a 1 1 1 i mb s , s que e z i n g and s h r i n k i n g of the 

limbs, shaking of the jaws, distortion of nos-
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trils, dryness of the mouth, horripilation, tears, 

groaning with pain and the like. Fever with burn-

i ng sensation, sadaha, is to be represented by 

means of throwing out the garments, hands and 

feet, desire to roll on the ground, eagerness for 

unguents and coo 1 things, 1 amentat ion, groaning 

with pain, and other simi 1 ar anubhavas. Other 

kinds of sickness and ailments are to be repre-, 

sented on the stage by means of the anubhavas such 

as distortion of the face and mouth, looseness of 

the 1 imbs, deep breaths, shr i 11 cries and the 

1 ike. 

30.Unma'da 

It 1s insanity produced by vibhavas such as 

death of a be 1 oved person, .1 oss of wea 1 th, ace i-

dental injury, upsetting of the bodily humour etc. 

Unmada has to be represented on the stage by 

anubhavas such as 1 augh i ng, crying, 1 ament i ng, 

groaning etc. without any immediate reason, irrel-

evant talk, misplaced lying down, sitting, stand-

ing up, running, dancing, singing, smearing the 

body with ashes and dust, taking grass and remains 

of flower-offering to deity, soiled clothes, rags, 

pot-shred, earthen trays as embellishments, sense-

less acts by way of imitating others and the like. 

31.Mara')a 

Marana means death. It may be the resu 1 t of 
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ailment or violent attack. Death by ailment is 

named by Bharata as vyadh i prabha vam ( resu 1 t i ng 

from ailments) and death by a vi o 1 ent at tack is 

abh i ghatasam (ace i dent a 1 or vi o 1 ent at tack). The 

vibhavas and accordingly the anubhavas differ in 

the cases of different causes of death. Death 

resulting from ailments is to be shown by loose

ness of the body, immobility of the limbs, closing 

of the eyes, hiccup, deep breath, jumping up, not 

1 ook i ng towards surrounding peop 1 e, seeking he 1 p 

from attendants, speaking with Lndistinct · vo1ce 

etc. Death resu 1 t i ng from ace i dent a 1 or vi o 1 ent 

attack is represented on stage in various ways 

depending upon the cause of death. Death due to 

the injury from weapons is shown by anubhavas like 

suddenly falling on the ground, tremor, throbbing 

etc. Death due to snake bite or poison is to be 

shown by gradua 1 deve 1 opment of the fo 11 owing 

symptoms - thinness, tremor, burning sensation, 

hiccup, froth from mouth, acute pain in the shoul

ders as though they are breaking, sluggishness (or 

paralysis) and death. 

32.Trasa 

It is fright produced as a consequence of 

1 ightning, comet fall, striking by thunderbolt, 

earthquake, ominous gathering of clouds, crying of 

the wild animals and the like. The general anubha-
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vas for trasa are contraction of limbs, shivering, 

tremor, paralysis, horripilation, choking words 

and the like. 

33.Vitarka 

It is deliberation caused by vibhavas such as 

doubt, cogitation, perplexity and the like. Var

ious discussions, hints, concealment of the coun

sel, movement of the head and the eyebrows and the 

like are the general anubhavas for vitarka. 

Now we sha 11 enumerate sat tv i I< a bhavas and 

investigate their 

sattvika bhavas, 

relationship with abhinaya. By 

Bharata means the categories 

which are manaf:prabhavam- originating in mind. If 

we look at the other fortyone categories of emo

tional states, we can say that even they originate 

in mind. Actually, every category has its origin 

in mind - category is a mind based classification 

of phenomena. So an obvious question rises here -

what is so special with the sattvika bhavas that 

they are classified under a separate subtitle? In 

Bharata' s opinion, they form a separate c 1 ass 

because a·concentrated mind is needed to represent 

them d u r i n g a p 1 a y . S i n c e the a b h i n a y a of these 

emotional states is possible only through a con

centrated mind, they are supposed to be manaf:prab

havam - originating in mind - and hence they are 
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called sattvika bhavas. Sattvika bhava is distinct 

from anubhavas because in sat tv i ka bhavas the 

mental states and the physical condition are 

intrinsically inter-linked~ Anubhavas are only the 

physical variable correlates of a particular 

emotional state or bhava. While studying below the 

eight sattvika bhavas (including their vibhavas 

and anubhavas) we will study the sattvika abhinaya 

also. The eight sattvika bhavas are as follows :-

1.Stambha 

It is paralysis as a result of joy, fear, 

ailment, wonderment, sadness, inebriety and anger. 

The abhinaya of this sattvika bhava is by means of 

remaining inactive, motionless, sluggish 1n ap

pearance with no smile on face, senseless and 

inert in body. 

2.Sveda 

Sveda means perspiration which results from 

anger, fright, delight, bashfulness, sadness, 

fatigue, sickness, heat, hitting, exercise, weari

ness, summer heat and affliction. Its abhinaya is 

by means of taking up of fan, wiping off the sweat 

and exhibiting a desire for fresh wind. 

3.Romanca 

It is horripilation. Its vibhavas are touch, 

fear, chillness, delight, anger and ailments. Its 
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abh1naya on the stage is by repeated excitement, 

raising of hairs and touching the body. 

4.Svarabheda 

It is affliction in the voice caused by fear, 

delight, anger, fever, ailments and inebriation. 

Its abh inaya is by means of broken and choked 

voice. 

S.Vepathu 

It is tremor caused by chillness, fear, 

delight, touch and senility. Its abhinaya is by 

means of trembling, throbbing and shaking. 

G.Vaivarnyam . 
It means the changing of the colour (mainly 

of the face) as a result of chillness, anger, 

fear, fatigue, sickness, toil and distress. This 

is to be portrayed on the stage by altercation of 

the colour of the face with effort by putting 

pressure on the blood vessels. 

1. Asru 

! t means shedding tears because of v 1 bh~vas 

1 ike joy, indignation, smoke, collyrium, yawning, 

fear, sadness, staring, cold and sickness. It is 

to ·be represented by means of rubbing the eyes and 

shedding tears. 

8.Pra7aya 

It means sinking or fainting as a result of 

toi 1, swoon, intoxication, sleep, injurious at-
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tack, delusion etc. Its abhinaya is to 

be performed by means of falling on the ground. 

Now we will study the eight rasas in relation 

to the bhavas, vibhavas, anubhavas and consequent-

ly abhinaya. As stated earlier, the commingling of 

vi bhava, anubhava and vyabh i carr bhavas produce 

rasa. This commingling is enacted by the dramatis 

personae by means of abhinaya based on the anubha-

vas of the relevant bhavas which are produced by 

certain vibhavas in the context of the drama. So 

abhinaya is a very important aspect in reference 

to the creation of rasa in the presentation of the 

drama. 

Following are the rasas enumerated by Bhara-

ta:-

-1. sr;tigara 

It 1s the state of being evoked by the 

beaut i fu 1 , the good and the perfect. Its s thay T 

bhava is rati. For the abhinaya of this rasa, the 

required aharyika is an elegant bright dress and 

make up pleasant to all. There are two kinds of 

srngara and the anubhavas of each kind of srngara . 
are different. The two kinds of s~hgara are samb-

hoga (love in union) and vipra lambha (love in 
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separation). Vi bhavas for sambhoga are the p 1 eas-

ant season, garlands, unguents, ornaments, people 

dear and near, sensua 1 objects, exce 11 ent man-

sions, objects of pleasure, going to the garden, 

experiencing pleasures, listening to sweet voices, 

seeing beautiful things, play and sports etc. It 

is to be represented by means of anubhavas such a~ 

clever and significant glances of the eyes, move-

ment of the eyebrows, ogling 1 ook s, soft and 

de 1 i cate movement of the 1 imbs and other sweet 

dance movements (angaharas). In the sambhoga 

~ ri -sr gar a rasa, except for trasa (fright), alasya 

(lethargy), augrya (ferocity) and jugupsa (dis-

gust), a 11 the other vyabhicarT bhavas are 

present. 

In the vipralambha ... . -srngara rasa, love 

separation is shown by anubhavas 1 ike nirveda 

(despondency)' g l"an i ( 1 anguor)' sanur ( apprehen-

sion), asuya (jealousy), s-;.ama (weariness), ::inta 

(anxiety), autsul<ya (impatience), nidra (sleep), 

supta (dreaming-sleeping), svapna (dream), bibboka 

(feigned anger), vyadhi (illness), unmada (insani-

ty), apasmara ( f·orget fu 1 ness), ja9ya 

(sluggishness), mara~a (death) etc. All the bh~vas 

"""'·-are present in the vipralambha srngara rasa. 

2.Hasya 
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1 t is humour with has a as its sthay i bhava. 

This rasa is classified in two ways depending 

upon-

(a) whether it is atmastha (self based) or paras-

·tha (based in others). 

(b) whether the character is of superior, mid-

dling or inferior type. Both these classifications 

are based on the imperatives of abhinaya because 

the efforts for abh i nay a differ in each case. 

Atmastha laugh is that in which the actor laughs 

to h imse 1 f. Parastha 1 a ugh is that in which one 

actor makes the other people laugh. The vibhavas 

for both are almost the same - any incongruity 

from the normal behaviour leads to laughter. Also 

the imitation of trngara produces laughter. Hasya 

rasa in relation to the superior, middling or 

inferior types of character, is of six types -

smita (gentle smile) and hasita (slight laugh-

ter) are related to superior characters; vihasita 

(open laughter) and up has ita (laughter of rid i-

cule) are related to middling type of persons; 

apahasita (obscene laughter) and atihasita (bois-

terous laughter) are related to the inferior type 

of characters. 

3.Karur:a 

"" It is pathos soka (sorrow) being its sthayT 

bhava. The general vibhavas for karu~a are curse, 
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distress, down fall, calamity, separation from the 

near and dear, 1 oss of wea 1 th, murder, imprison-

ment, flight, dangerous accidents and misfortunes. 

This is to be created on the stage by the anubha-

vas re 1 a ted to the bhavas of dejectedness, i nd if-

ference, languor, anxiety, yearning, excited 

state, illusion, loss of sense, sadness, ailments, 

lethargy, sJuggishness, epileptic loss of memory, 

fear , death , par a 1 y s i s , tremor , p a 1 1 or i n the 

face, shedding of tears, 1 oss of speech and the 

kindred feelings. 

4.Raudra 

It can be translated as the impetuous anger 

of wrath. Its sthay 1 bhava is krodha (anger). 

Raudra rasa is evoked by the anubhavas related to 

bhavas such as assammoha, utsaha, avega, amar~a, 

capaJati, augrya, garva, sveda, vepathu, -romanca 

and others. 

5. vrra 

It is the heroic sentiment evoked by the 

sthayT bhava utsaha present in the persons of 

superior type. The actor creates it by presenting 

the anubhavas such as sthairya (firmness), saurya 

(heroism),dhairya (bravery), tyaga (readiness to 

sacrifice), vai~~radya (proficiency) and other 

anubhavas related to the bhavas dhrti, mati, 

garva, avega, augrya, amar~a, smrti, romanca and 
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others. 

6. Bhayanaka 

It is the terrible sentiment with bhaya as 

its sthay 1 bhava. 1 ts other bhavas are stambha 

(paralysis), sveda (perspiration), gadgada (choked 

voice), romanca (horripilation), vepathu (trem-

b 1 i ng), svarabheda (change of voice or tone), 

va i vart:~ya ( 1 ack of lustre), 
... 
sanki (suspicion), 

moha (delusion), dainya (dejection), ~vega (agita-

t ion), cap a 1 at a (rest 1 essness and inconstancy), 

trasa (fright), apasmara (epilepsy or loss of 

memory), marar:'a (death) etc. A 11 the anubhavas 

related to these bhavas are used while represent-

ing bhayanaka on the stage. The general principle 

of the representation of bhay~naka is based on the 

observation that bhaya is naturally produced and 

displayed by the various movements of the limbs, 

face and eyes. Bharata specifies that the feigned 

bhaya can be represented by the same but gentler 

movements and action of limbs. 

7. a"lbhatsa 

This is the odious sentiment with jugupsa 

(disgust) as its sthay1 bhava and its other bhavas 

are apsm~ra (loss of memory), avega (excitement), 

moha (delusion), vyadhi (ailment), marana (death) 

etc. A 11 the anubhavas of these bh~vas and 

squeezing up all the limbs, moving the face to and 
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fro, rolling the eyes, heartache, grief, anxiety, 

spitting, expressing 'disgust and similar other 

behaviours evoke bl'bhatsa rasa in a histrionic 

presentation. 

B.Adbhuta 

It is the sentiment related to wonderment and 

surprise. Vismaya (surprise) is its sthayT bhava. 

Its other bhavas are as follows- stambha (paraly

sis), asru (shedding tears), sveda (perspiration), 

gadgada (choking of the voice), romanca ( horr"'i pi-

lation), a vega (excitement), 

(sluggishness), pralaya (sinking down) etc. 

Through the anubhavas of these bhavas, the actor 

evokes the adbhuta rasa in the drama. 

Apart from these eight rasas, 1 ater scho 1 ars 

of the same tradition write about 
...... _ 
santa, bhakti 

and v~tsaJya rasas. Often bhakti is considered as 
...... _ 

part of santa rasa and vatsalya as·part of the 

sthayT bhava of rat i. Perhaps at the time of 

Bharata, plays 
. ......_ 

represent 1 ng . santa rasa on the 

stage were neither written nor presented on the 
/. . 

stage and· this "absence of santarasa p 1 ays wou 1 d 

be a possible explanation of its non-inclusion in 

the number of rasas given by Bharata" (G.H. Tarle-

kar, 1975:60). 
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Thus the whole concept of the four kinds of 

abhinaya depends upon the sthay1 bhavas and the 

related rasa of the drama as these sthay1 bhavas 

determine the context in which the whole drama is 

to be comprehended and presented. Within the 

context of the sthaiyT bhavas, the bhavas have to 

be understood. Based on such an analysis of drama, 

the anubhavas for the presentation of the drama 

can be defined. So, the abhinaya depends on the 

analysis of the drama on the basis of the rasa 

theory. 
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CHAPTER-II 

ANGIKABHINAYA 



ANGIKABHINAYA 

Angikabh1naya is communication with the body 

through the position, movements and postures under 

specific histrionic circumstances determined by 

the theme (vastu) of the play. Under the ang1kab

hinaya the movements of various limbs of the body, 

face and body as a whole are described in relation 

to the communication of various rasas and bhavas. 

As far as the represent at ion through gestures 

related to position, movements and postures is 

concerned ang1kabhinaya gets prominence over the 

other three forms of abh 1 nay a, name 1 y vac 1 ka, 

ahary1ka and sattvika. Aharyika is certainly not 

re 1 a ted to the gestures on the stage. Vac 1 ka is 

supportive to ang1kabh1naya as the movements are 

the main mode of communication in abhinaya in a 

dramatic performance. In fact, often only angika 

supported by vacika make the communication possi

b 1 e in some fo 1 k theatre forms and in various 

street plays. Even the representation of various 

anubhavas in case of sattvika abhinaya can be by 

and large categorised under angikabhinaya. This 

means that angikabhinaya is the most important of 
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all the four kinds of abhinaya. 

Angikabhinaya is mainly related to the enact-

ment through position, movement and postures of 

various limbs, ancillary limbs and other parts of 

the body with the purpose of communication of the 

themes of the abhinaya. Bharata classifies move-

ments into three varieties :-

1. Movements of §arTra (body) which consists of 

movements of various parts of the body separately 

2. Movements of the face 

3. Movements of the entire body ( cestakrta) in-. . 
eluding the takha, the anga and the upanga. 

Ahga denotes the major 1 imbs: head, hands, 

breast, sides or flanks, waist and feet. Upanga 

means the minor 1 imbs which are eyes, eyebrows, 

nose, lower lip and chin. Thus the movements of 

the minor 1 imbs are actua 11 y in mukhaja. In mukha~ 

ja the movements of the head are also included. 

The angika is called the sakha. During a histrio

nic representation, sakha is related to the ankura 

and nrttam (dance). Going by "Sarangadeva's defi

nition, we learn that the sakha means the flourish 

of the gesticulating hand (kara-vartana) preceding 

one's speech, whereas the ahkura means such a 

flourish following it." (Manmohan Ghosh,1967:152). 
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This emphasises on how the ~~gik~bhinaya is relat-

ed to the vacikabhinaya - in fact one can fairly 

say that in principle the concept of angikabhi-

naya seems to have evolved in interaction with the 

vacikabhinaya. This situation is quite normal 

because sqmehow language in its oral form has been 

the dominant form of communication throughout the 

history of mankind. So any attempt to classify the 

means of communication other than the oral lin-

guistic code may often revolve around the vacika. 

In chapter eight of N~tya,~stra, the mukhaja 

abhinaya is explained. While explaining the role 

of ancillary limbs, first of all the movements of 
/ 

head of s i ras are described. Thirteen types of 

sjras are mentioned - akampita and kampita, dhuta 

and vidhuta, parivahita and udv~hita, avadhuta, 

ancita, nihancita, paravrtta, utk~ipta, adhogata, 

pari1o1ita (or lolita). It is clearly indicated in 

the Natyatastra that besides these three there are 

many other movements and postures of the head 

which can be witnessed in popular practice. While 

studying the popular practice regarding the move-

ments of head, three pairs of opposite movements 

have been listed:-

1. akampita and kampita 

2. dhuta and vidhuta 
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3. parivahita and udvahita 

The other seven types of movements, which are 

1 i sted above, do not have their counterparts. 

Howev~r, this implies that Bharata may have tried 

to locate the minimal pairs in non-verbal communi-

cation in the context of the movements of head. 

Going through the mentioned uses of these move-

ments, one can see that they are in accordance 

with various mental states as well as for general 

communication. Following are the definitions and 

uses of the movements of head:-

1.Akampita:- The slow up and down movement of the 

head is called akampita. It is adopted mainly in 

giving hints, instructing, asking, natural conver-

sation, giving direction and bearing. It is for 

communicative purposes. 

2. Kampita:- Quick akampita movement of the head 

is called kampita. This movement of head expresses 

anger, argument, comprehension, averring, threa-

tening, sickness and inability to brook. 

3. Dh~ta:- Slow bendin~ and contracting of ~. s1ras 

is ca 1 1 ed dhuta. The dhuta 
,... 
s1ras is adopted to 

express willingness, sorrow, wonderment, self-

assured state, side glances, voidness and prohibi-

tion. 

4. Vi dhuta:- Quick dhuta · movements are ca 11 ed 
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vidhuta. This is adopted in case of being affected 

by chi 11 ness, excessive fright, terrified s i tua-

tion, fever and preliminary stage of inebriation. 

5. Parivahita:- In the parivahita S'iras, head is 

turned sideways alternately. This movement is 

adopted in cases of accomplishing, wondering, 

enjoying, anger, recollecting, reflecting deeply, 

concealing and dalliance. 

6. Udvahita:- When in the parivahita ""'· s1ras, head 

is turned upwards, it is called udvahita. This 

movement of head is adopted in showing pride, re-

vealing desire, looking up and self confidence. 

7. Avadhuta:- In this movement, head is suddenly 

1 owe red down once. It is adopted in communicating 

messages, invocation of the deities, ta 1 king and 

beckoni~g people to oneself. 

8. Ancita:- In the ancita tiras, the neck is bent 

towards one side. It is adopted in cases of sick-

ness, swoon, intoxication, anxious vexation etc. 

9. Nihancita:- In the nihancita siras, shoulders 

and head are 1 i fted up wh i 1 e neck is bent to a 

side. Women move head in nihancita in pride, 

amorousness, 1 i ght heartedness, affected i nd if-

ference, hysterical mood, silent expression of 

affect.ion, pretended indifference, paralysis and 

jealous anger. 

10. Paravrtta:- When the face is turned round, it 
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is paravrtta. It is adopted in turning away the 

face, looking back and the like. 

11. Utk~"ipta:- When the face is raised up it is 

utk~ipta. It is adopted while looking at tall 

persons or objects, application of divine weapons 

and the like. 

12. Adhogata:- When the face is looking down, it 

is adhogata. It represents bashfu 1 ness, sa 1 utat ion 

and sorrow. 

13. Pari7o71ta:- When head rolls round, it is 

par 17o 1 ita. It represents fainting, inebriety, 

affliction, drowsiness and the like. 

After tiras the movements of uparigas are 

explained in the following order- eyes, eye-

brows, nose, cheeks, 1 ips, chin, mouth and neck. 

Towards the end of the eighth chapter, before 

explaining the movements of neck, mukharagas are 

explained. The categories of the rasa theory, that 

i s 0 f e i g h t r as as , e i g h t s t hay 1 b h av as , t h i r t y 

three vyabh i car 1 bhavas and eight satt vi ka bhavas' 

provide the basis for the observation of the 

movements of the upangas. Wh i 1 e exp 1 a in i ng the 

movements of eyes (also of eyeballs and eyelids) 

and eyebrows, a detailed account of the gestures 

corresponding to the categories of the rasa theory 

is given. In case of nose, cheeks, 1 ips, mouth and 
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neck, the movements for some of the mental states 
' 

are enumerated: the list of the rasas and bhavas 

is not exhausted in case of these upangas. Their 

account is like that of siras: the observation has 

not provided enough data to be c 1 ass if i ed under 

all the eight categories of rasas and forty nine 

categories of bhavas. However, here it becomes 

c 1 ear that the ·rasa theory is the theoret i ca 1 

foundati~n of the analysis and the classification 

of the observed data in the theatrical communica-

tion through angas. 

Next rasadrst i is exp 1 a i ned and deve 1 oped. . . . 
Eight kinds of rasadrst is (glances related to . . . 
rasas) are k'anta (in sr:rigara rasa), bhayanaka, 

hasya, karur:a, adbhuta, raudr i, vi ra and b ibhatsa. 

The last seven glances are named according to the 

rasas they represent. Similarly, there are eight 

sthayT bhava glances snigdha (loving glance) 

originating from rati bhava, hr~~a (joyful) relat-

ed to hasya, . d1na (piteous) which shows ~ 

soka, 

kruddha (angry) in case of krodha, drpta (haughty 

and arrogant) communicating utsaha, bhayanvita 

(awe-stricken) for communicating bhaya, jugupsita 

(disgustful) for showing jugupsa and vismita 

(astonished). 
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There are twenty kinds of glances related to 

all the thirty three vyabhicar1 bhavas. They are 

as follows:-

GLANCES 

1 . suny a c v a cant ) : 

2.Malina (pale) 

,. 
3.Sranta (tired) 

4. Lajjanvita 
(bashful) 

5. Glana 
(fatigued) 

s. Sank ita 
(apprehensive) 

7. Visadin1 
·(dejected) 

8. Muku1a 
(bud-shaped) 

9. Kunc ita 
(contracted) 

10. Abhitapta 

(distressed) 

11 . .Jihma 
(crooked) 

6 i 

VYABHICARI BHAVAS 

1. Cinta, stambha (anxiety, 
paralysis). 

2. Nirveda, vaivarnya (dis
tress, chang~ of colour) 

,. 
3. Srama, sveda (weari~ess, 

perspiration) 

4. Lajja (shame) 

5. Apasmara, vyadhi, mlana 
(epilepsy, sickness, 

weakness) 

6. Sanka (apprehension) 

7. Visada (dejection) 

8. Nidra, svapna, sukha 
(sleep, dream, happiness) 

9. Asuya, anista, duspreksa, 
aksivy~thF (jealousy, 
unaesirable object, 
object difficult to be 
seen, pain in the eyes) 

10. Nirveda, abhighita, abhi
tapta 

(distress, accidental 
hurt, discouragement) 

11. Asuya, jaqata, alasya 
(jealousy, stupor, 

indolence) · 



12. Sa1a1ita 
(amorous) 

13. Tarkita 
(guessing) 

14. Ardhamuku1a 
(ha 1f bud) 

15. Vibhranta 
(confused) 

16. Vip 1 uta 

(disturbed) 

17. Akekara 

( ha 1f c lpsed) 

18. viko~ ita 

(full blown) 

19. Trasta 
(frightened) 

20. Mad ira 
(intoxicated) 

12. Dh~ti, harsa (contentment, 
joy). 

13. Smrti, tarka 
· (recollection, 

de.l iberation) 

14. Ah1ad, gandha-sparsa-sukha 
(joy, pleasure out of 

smell or touch) 

15. Avega, sambhrama, vibhrama 
(excitement,hurry, 

confusion) 

16. CapaJa, unmada, dukharta, 
maraQa 

(inconstancy, insanity, 
affliction of misery, 

death etc) 

17. Dura1oka, vi}heda, 

1 8 . 

19. 

20. 

prek~ita 
(looking at object not 
clearly visible, separa

tion, consecration by 
sprink 1 ing) 

Vibodha, garva, amar~a, 

augrya 
(waking up, arrogance, 
indignation, ruthless-

ness) 

Trasa (fright). 

/ 

Mad a (inebriated state). 

In the description of the eye movements 

(eight rasadrstis and the twenty eight glances . . . 
re 1 a ted to bh'avas) the deta i 1 s of the movements 

are also given. These details are based on close 

observation. For ex amp 1 e, in the bhay~naka drs t i . . . 
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balls are gleaming and turning up. Or in the dTna 

drsti, the lower eyelid is slightly fallen, eye-. . . 
balls are slightly swollen and are moving slowly. 

In a similar fashion, the details of the 

movements of the eyeballs (or pupils) in relation 

to eight bhivas are also given. They are as fol-

lows:-

1. Bhramana (moving round the eyeballs at random) 

2. Valana (mov1ng the eyeballs obliquely) 

3. Samudvrtta (raising up the eyeballs) 

The above three g 1 ances are adopted to ex-

press the vira and raudra rasas. 

4. Niskramana (bulging out of the eyeballs) . . 
This and va lana are adopted to express the 

bhay~naka rasa. Niskramana is used in adbhuta rasa . . 
also. 

5. Samprave~a~a (drawing the eyeballs inside) 

This is adopted to express the hasya and 

b1bhatsa rasas. 

6. Patana (relaxed eyeballs) 

It expresses the karu~a rasa. 

7. Vivartana (turning the eyeballs sideways in a 

sidelong glance). 

""·-It is adopted to express the s~ngara rasa. 

8. Prikrta (eyeballs in the natural position) 

It is adopted to express the remaining rasas 
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and bhavas re 1 ated to them., 

Apart from the above eight types of movements 

of the eyeballs, there are eight more movements of 

eyeballs given in the Na~yatastra but their ·one to 
~ 

one correspondence with rasas or bhavas are not 

explained. Thesewmovements are as follows:-

1. Sarna (level) :- The eyeballs are in normal 

position and at rest. 
~ 

2. Saci (side-long):- The eyeballs are covered by 

eyelashes. 

3. Anuvrtta (inspecting) ·-Carefully observing 

glance in any form. 

4. ~Jokita (casual):- The eyeballs in the posi-

tion of suddenly seeing any object. 

5. ViJokita (looking round):- The position of 

eyeballs while suddenly looking back. 

6. PraJokita (carefully looking):- The eyeballs 

turning from side to side. 

7. Ullokita (looking up):- The eyeballs turning 

upwards. 

8. AvaJokita (looking down):- The eyeballs turn-

ing towards the ground. 

The above 1 i st of eight movements of the 

eyeballs are purely based on the observation 

without any reference to the rasa theory in their 

classification. 
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There are nine types of movements of eyelids 

which have been observed in the framework of the 

rasa theory. 

MOVEMENTS OF EYELIDS 

1. Unme!?a (opening):- Separating the eye 1 ids. It 

shows anger. 

2. Nime!?a (closing):- Bringing together the eye-

1 ids. It a 1 so shows anger. 

3. Prasrta (expanding):- Separating the eyelids 

widely. It represents wonder, joy and heroism. 

4. Kuncita (contracted):- Contracting the eyelids. 

It is adopted while seeing undesired objects, 

smelling sweet perfumes, flavour and touch. 

5. Sarna (level):- Eyelids in a natural position. 

This is adopted to show love. 

6. Vivartita (raising up):- Raising up the eye

lids. This is adopted to express anger. 

7. Sphurita (throbbing):- The throbbing eyelids. 

This is adopted while showing jealousy. 

8. Pihita (resting):- The eyelids at rest. Closed 

eyelids. It is adopted in dreaming, fainting, 

affliction due to storm, hot smoke, rains and 

collyrium and eye-disease. 

9. Vitadita (driven):- The position of eyelids 
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when they are. struck ace i dent a 11 y. It is adopted 

while showing accidental injury. 

Following are the movements of the eyebrows:-

1. Utk~epa (raising):- ·Raising bf eyebrows simul

taneously of one by one. This is the position of 

eyebrows in anger, de 1 i berat ion, passion, spor-

t i veness. In seeing and hearing on 1 y one eyebrow 

is raised while in surprise, joy and violent anger 

both the eyebrows are raised up. 

2. Patana (lowering):- Lowering of eyebrows simul-

taneously or one by one. This movement shows envy, 

disgust, smile and smelling. 

3. Bhruku!i (knitting):- Raising the root of the 

eyebrows. It shows anger or that someone is in 

dazzling 1 ight. 

4. Catura (clever):- Slightly moving and extend-

i ng the eyebrows in a p 1 easing manner. It shows 

love, sportiveness, presence of pleasing objects, 

pleasing touch and awakening. 

5. Kuncita (contracted):- Slight bending of eye-

brows one by one or the both at once. It is adopt-

ed in manifestation of affection, pretended anger 

and hysterical mood . 
. 

6 . R e c i t a ( mo v i n g ) : - R a i s i n g of one of the e y e-

brows in an amorous way. Its uses are in dance. 
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7. Sahaja (natural):- The natural position of the 

eyebrows. It is the position of the eyebrows in 

the normal situations. 

The above classification of the movements of 

the eyebrows is not based on the categories of t~e 

rasa theory. Similarly, there are six gestures of 

each of nose, cheeks, 1 ips, mouth and seven ges-

tures of chin. The movements of these parts of 

face are not classified according to the rasa 

theory. Their movements sometimes correspond to 

the categories of this theory as we have seen in 

case of the classification of the movements of 
I 

the eyebrows .• However, they do not strictly adhere 

to these categories, perhaps, in want of enough 

data for examining the movements of these parts of 

face according to the rasa theory. As a represen-

tative of the way of studying the movements of the 

nose , cheeks , 1 ower 1 i p , c h i n and mouth , des c r i b-

ing the movement only of the nose is sufficient. 

Movements of nose 

1. Nata :- Lobes cling for a while to the base. 

This is the position of nose in slight weeping at 

intervals. 

2. Manda ·- Lobes at rest. It shows discourage-
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ment, impatience and anxiety. 

3. Vikrsta :- Lobes are blown. It shows strange , .. 
smell, breathing, anger and fear. 

4. Socchavasa:- Lobes when air is drawn in. It is 

adopted in enacting sweet smell and deep breath-

ing. 

" 5. Vikuntita:- Lobes in the contracted nose. This .,.. 
is the position of nose in laughter, disgust and 

envy. 

6. Svabhavika:- Lobes in the natural position 

which shows the remaining conditions. 

The above example of the model of examining 

the movement of nose- clearly indicates that there 

is no theoretical model of this classification of 

the observed data. The data has only been enlisted 

as observed. 

After having studied the movements of the 

parts of the face, now we will study the mukhara-

gas. There are four kinds of mukharagas (colour of 

the face) (natural), prasanna 

(pleased), rakta (reddish) 'and 
.,.._ 
syama (dark and 

moody). These correspond to the rasas and bhavas 

and are considered to be of great importance in 

the abh inaya. In the end of the chapter on the 

ancillary limbs, nine gestures of the neck are ex-
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plained. This classification 1s not at all based 

on the rasa theory and so is an odd one in the 

whole group of the upangas. The movements of necks 

have been observed in relation to situations like 

wearing of ornaments, p 1 acing hands round the 

neck, reaching a high p 1 ace, weight 1 i ft i ng by 

means of neck, sorrow, graceful charms and coque-

try, pressure of weight and many other simi 1 ar 

situations. 

After the abhinaya through -· upangas, the 

details of the movements and postures of the 

hands, parts of the body like chest (uras), sides 

(parsva), belly (jathara), hips and waist (kati). 

thighs (uru), calf and shank (jangha) and feet are 

given in succession. There are sixty seven move-

ments of hands out of which thirty are exclusively 

dance hand movements (nrttahastas). Out of the 

rest thirty seven hand movements, twenty four are 

asamyuta and thirteen are samyuta. Asamyuta hastas 

are the movements of the single hand and samyuta 

hastas are the movements of both the hands togeth-

er. However, Abh i navagupta indicates that some-

times the single hand movements are used simulta-

neously by both the hands. Also, occasionally the 

nrttahastas are used in the general dramatic 

presentation for the purpose of producing an 
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ornamental effect in the presentation of the play. 

All these movements and their uses have been 

explained in the Na~ya£astra one by one in the 

following manner (see appendix also):-

ASAMYUTAHASTAS 

1.Pataka (flag) 

When the fingers are extended 

and closed against one 

another,and the thumb is bent, 

the gesture is called pataka 
\ 

hand. The positioning of pataka 

hand depends upon its uses in 

abhinaya. When the pat aka hand is 

kept near the forehead, it shows 

a shower of blows, scorching 

heat, urging others, excessive 

delight and arrogant reference to 

oneself. When two pataka hands 

with fingers separated and moving 

are joined together, it repre-

sents the glare of heat, torren-

tial rain and shower of flowers. 

Two pataka hands are to be sepa-

rated by svastika position, while 

representing a shallow pool of 

water, present of flowers and 
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sprouts, and things arranged on 

the ground. The pat'aka hand 

separated in svastika position 

with their fingers pointing 

downwards represent an opened 

object, something protected, 

covered, dense or concealed. The 

same hand gesture, if moving up 

and down, represents the gust of 

wind, waves of water, waves of 

water near seashore or of flood. 

The pataka hand in combination of 

recaka is adopted to represent 

incitement of people or a crowd, 

height, beating of drums and 

upward f 1 i ght of birds. Two 

pataka hands with the palms 

rubbing or striking each other 

represents washing, press1ng, 

cleansing, uprooting and lifting 

up a mountain. 
2.Tripataka (flag with three fingers) 
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When the third finger (i.e. the 

ring finger) of the-pataka hand 

is bent, it is known as the 

t r i p a ta k a gesture o f the h and . I t 

represents invocation, descent, 

bidding good bye, prohibition, 



entrance, lifting up, bowing 

down, observing similarities, 

suggesting alternatives, touching 

auspicious objects or putting 

them on head, wearing the turban, 

or any head gear or putting the 

crown, covering the nostr i 1, 

mouth or ear etc. Tripataka hands 

with fingers pointing downwards 

and moving up and down represent 

f 1 i ght of sma 11 birds, tortuous 

flow of the stream, wriggling 

movements of a soake and flutter

ing of bees. Two tripataka hands 

held like a svastika position 

represent adoration of ·the feet 

of vener ab 1 e per sons. The same 

gesture with the end of the hands 

touching each other represent 

marriage. Similarly in various 

positions the tripataka hands 

indicate various objects, persons 

or situat1ons. "-

3.Kartar1mukha (hands like the scissors' blade) 

That gesture of the tripataka 

hand in which the index finger is 

bent backwards so as to face the 
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4. Ardhacandra 
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back of the middle finger is 

known as kartar1mukha. This 

gesture of hands when fingers 

pointed downwards represent 

walking along the road, decorat~ 

ing the feet or colouring them or 

dancing. With fingers pointing 

upwards it 

blowing of 

represents biting, 

horns, writing or 

painting. When the fingers of 

this hand is turned towards dif

ferent directions it represents 

falling down, dying, transgress

ing, reverting, cogitating or 

depositing some valuable thing. 

Kartarimukha hand can be applied 

either as asamyutahastas or 

samyutahastas in order to repre

sent black antelope, deer, buffa

lo, divine elephant, bullock, 

ornamenta 1 gateway and peaks of 

mountains. 

When the fingers along with the 

thumb are kept bent depicting a 

blow, the gesture of the hand is 



known as ardhacandra. This ges-

ture is adopted i.n representing 

sma 11 plants, crescent moon, 
,. 

conch shell, pot (ka1asa), brace-

let, forcible forward thrust, 

exercise exertion, slenderness, 

of the waist, the girth etc. 

Objects like girdle, hip, waist, 

face, talapatra (leaf 1 ike orna-

ment for ears), and earrings 

(kundala) . . of are also women 

represented by ardhacandra. 

5.Ara1a (bent) 

The index finger 1 s bent 1 ike a 

bow, the thumb is kept curved and 

the remaining ones separate and 

turned upwards. It is adopted to 

represent inherent strength, 

pride, exploit, beauty, divine 

objects, majesty, blessings and 

similar pleasing bhavas; collect-

i ng together or separating the 

hairs and glancing all over the 

body by women. 

Beckoning to others, making 

offerings to the manes, creating 
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words, wiping off perspiration, 

sme 11 i ng sweet scents and other 

auspicious matter (a 11 of these 

can be represented with tripata-

kahasta) are to be represented by 

women using arala hand. 

Initial rites of the marriage 

ceremony (like circumambulation 

of the fire by the couple), 

peop 1 e moving round and round, 

general assemblage of people in a 

circle, object buried under the 

ground are represented by two 

arala hands waved round each 

other with finger tip touching 

(so as to form. a svastika). 
,... 

6. Sukatunda (parrot's beak) 
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The ring finger of the araJa hand 

is bent. This hand is used to 

represent words like '(It is) not 

I ' , '(It is) not you', ' ( It 

should) not be done', invocation, 

farewell, saying words of con-

tempt like 'Fie (upon you)'. Here 

angika is substituting the vaci-

ka. This means that the non-

verbal co11111unication is at par 



with the verbal communication. 

7. Musti (fist like) 

Fingers have their ends bent into 

the palm and the thumb is set 

upon them. It is used to repre-

sent beating, exercise (vyayama -

which according to Abhinavagupta 

means yuddha), setting out, 

pressing (it means pressing milk 

from the udders of cow etc. 

according to Abhinavagupta), 

massaging, grasping of swords, 

lances and clubs. 

,; 

8. Sikhara 

Hand in musti gesture with thumbs 

raised up. It represents reins, 

whip, goad, bow, throwing a 

javelin or a spike, 'painting the 

lips, feet etc. and stroking the 

forelocks of hairs. 

9. Kapittha (wood apple) 

In the sikharahasta, the forefin-

ger is bent and pressed by the 

thumb. It represents weapons such 

as swords, bow, discus, javelin, 

spear, mace spike, thunderbolt 

and arrows, true and who 1 esome 
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deeds. 

10. Katakamukha 

The ring finger and the 1 itt le 

finger of kapittha hand to be 

raised and bent. It represents 

sacrifice, oblation to fire, 

umbrella, pulling up, rain, 

fanning, holding a mirror, draw-

ing patterns, powdering, holding 

a 1 ong baton, arranging a pear 1 

necklace, wearing garlands, 

gathering the ends of c 1 othes, 

churning, drawing out arrows, 

plucking flowers, wielding a long 

whip, drawing out a goad, a rope 

and seeing a woman. 

By the 'drawing patterns' 

( khandanam), Abh i navagupta means .. 
'cutting'. However, by citing an 

example from Vidy~pati's k1rti1a-

ta, Manmohan Ghosh says that this 

explanation seems to be wrong. 

11. Sucimukha 

The forefinger of the katakamukha 

hand is stretched. When the 

forefinger is moved upwards, it 

represents discus, lightning, 
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banners, blossoms, earring, 

movement, a cry of approbation, 

young serpent, young sprout, 

incense, lamp, valli (creepers 

bearing bulky fruits), lata 

(creepers 

fruits), 

bearing 

S'i khanda 

grapel ike 

(tufts of 

hair), falling down, obliqueness, 

globular things, stars, nose, 

(the number) one, club and stick. 

This hand with the forefinger 

bent should meet the mouth to 

represent a being with teeth. By 

the circular movement of this 

hand, taking away of everything 

is represented. By taking the 

forefinger near the ears while 

yawning with mouth .lowered, this 

hand represents long study and 

long day. When the forefinger 1s 

curved and moved up and down near 

the face, this hand represents 

the realization of the meaning of 

utterances. When the forefinger 

is stretched, shaked and moved 

up, it means 'do not' or 'do 

speak'. Similarly, with different 



gestures, this hand indicates 

anger, perspiration, hair, ear-

ring, armlet, decoration of 

cheeks, pride, stone, whir 1 poo 1 , 

hi 11 , serving the mea 1 s, 
/, 

s1va, 

sakra (lndra), moon, siva's third 

eyes and various other objects. 

12. Padmakosa (lotus bud) 

The fingers inc 1 ud i ng the thumb 

are separated with their ends 

bend but not meeting one another. 

This hand is adopted with various 

gestures 1 n representing b i 1 va, 

l<.apittha (elephant apple), 

breasts of women, accepting 

fruits of flesh, offering puja, 

carrying tribute, casket, agra-

p'ir:c;Ja (offering the chief balls 

of rice during the funeral 

rites), f 1 owers gathered togeth-

er, full blown lotus, water lilly 

etc. 

13. Sarpas;rary (snake-head) 

The fingers includin·g the thumb 

is close to one another and the 

palm is hollowed. 

It represents the offering of 
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water, movement of serpents, 

pouring water on anything, cha 1-

le~ging for a duel, motion of the 

elephant's frontal globes and the 

1 ike. 

---14. Mrgaslr~a (deer-head) 

The sarpasira~ hand with all its 

fingers pointing downwards, but 

the thumb and the little finger 

raised up. 

It is used to represent here, 

now,' it is today, able, shak-

ing, throw of dice, wiping of 

perspiration and pretended anger. 

15. Kangula 

The little finger is raised, the 

ring finger is bent and the three 

other fingers kept separated. 

It represents fruits of di-

verse kinds, angry retorts of 

women etc. 

16. AJapadmaka (or aJapaJJava) 

The fingers are separated from 

one another and are kept turned 

towards the pa 1m in a c i rcu 1 ar 

way. 

It indicates prevention, a 
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17. Catura 

8, 

woman's boasting about herself 

and such senses as 'who are 

?' you. , 'it is not','absurd' etc. 

The four finger stretched and the 

thumb bent near the middle fin-

ger. It represents senses of 

po 1 icy, discipline, penance, 

cleverness, a young girl, a sick 

person, perfidy, gambling, proper 

words, sa 1 utary truth and tran-

quility. When catura hand is 

moved round it represents open-

ness, deliberation, moving, 

conjecture and shame. Combined 

catura hands represent . lotus 

petal compared with eyes and ears 

of deer. Catura hand also indi-

cates sports, 1 ove, br i 11 i ance, 

memory, intelligence, judgment, 

forgiveness, nutrition, 

f avourab 1 eness, softness, happ i-

ness, character, question, live-

lihood, propriety, dress, soft 

grass, a small quantity, wealth, 

defeat, sexual intercourse, merit 

and demerit, youth, houses, wives 



and various colours. Catura hand 

is held up to represent white and 

moved round to represent ye 1 1 ow 

and red colours. If one catura 

hand is'pressed with another, it 

indicates blue. 

18. Bhramara (bee) 

The middle finger and the thumb 

crossing each other, the forefin-

ger bent, the remaining two 

fingers separated and raised. 

It is used in indicating the 

plucking of flowers with long 

s t ems such as 1 o t u s , b 1 u e and 

white water-1 i 11 y, and earring. 

It should fall down with a sound 

to represent rebuke, pride of 

power, quickness, beating time 

a~d producing confidence. 

19. Hamsasya (swan-back) 
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The forefinger, middle finger and 

the thumb without any intervening 

space and the remaining fingers 

kept stretched. 

With the end throbbing slight

ly this hand should be adopted to 

indicate exquisitely fine, small, 



loose and light things, exit and 

softness. 

20. Hamsapaksa (swan-wings) 
• 

The three fingers stretched, the 

little finger raised and the 

thumb bent. 

It indicates pouring libation 

of water and things connected 

with smell, acceptance of a gift, 

acamana and taking meals by 

brahmarfs, embrace, ·· excess 1 ve ..... 

stupor, horripilation, touch, 

unguent and gent 1 e mas sage. The 

amorous actions of ladies in 

regard to the space between the 

breasts are also indicated by 

this hand with relevance to the 

rasa concerned. Touching of the 

chin and the mood of sorrow can 

also be indicated in the same 

way. 

21. Sandamsa (pincers) 
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The forefinger and the thumb of 

the ara 1 a hand crossed and the 

palm a little hollowed. 

According to rasa and bhava, 

the sandamta hand can be classi-



fied into three kinds:-

( 1 ) Sandam5a in front:- This 

represents plucking of flowers, 

taking up grass, leaves, hairs or 

thread, holding or pulling out an 

arrow or thorn. 

(2) 
. . ... 

Sandamsa near the mouth:-

This represents taking off of a 

flower from the stem gently, the 

wick of a lamp, the stick of 

collyrium, filling up of vessels 

with something, saying 'fie upon 

you' and wrath in diverse forms. 

(3) 
. . .... 

Sandamsa on one side:- The 

1 eft hand with s 1 i ght 1 y turned 

the tip represents softness, 

abuse and envy. The combination 

of two or more of these represent 

sacred thread, piercing holes in 

pearls etc., bow-string, fine-

ness, arrow, objects aimed at 

yogic practice, meditation and 

sma 11 quantity. The 
. . .... 

sandamsa 

indicates painting, colouring the 

eyes, deliberation, drawing the 

patra1ekha and squeezing of 

Jaksarasa (lac-dye) by women. 
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22. Mukula (bud) 

The fingers bent and close to one 

another and their tips meeting 

together in the hamsasya hand. 

It represents the making of 

offerings in worshiping a deity, 

bud of a lotus or a water-lilly, 

throwing a kiss, contempt, mis

cellaneous things, taking meals, 

counting of gold coins, narrowing 

of the mouth, giving away someth

ing, quickness and buds of f 1 ow-

ers. 

23. Urnanabha (spider) 

The fingers of the padmako~a hand 

further bent. 

It represents the combing of 

the tresses, receiving stolen 

property, scratching one's head, 

disease of lepr.)sy, 1 ions, tigers 

and such other animals and hold

ing a stone. 

24. Tamracu~a (copper-crest) 
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There are two gestures in this 

hand:-

(1) The middle finger and the 

thumb crossed, the forefinger 



bent, the remaining two fingers 

at the palm. 

(2)" The fingers in a hand are 

c 1 ose to one another, bent and 

the thumb is set on them. 

The gesture (a) represents 

falling down with a sound of 

thud, beating time, instilling 

self confidence, rapidity, ges-

ticulation, inviting a young girl 

and indicating small fractions of 

time viz. ka 1 a, kastha, . . nimesa 

and ksana. . . 
The gesture (b) indicates lots 

of gold coins. When the fingers 

1n it are suddenly made to move 

freely, it represents sparks or 

drops. 

~*********************************************************** 

SAHYUTAHASTAS 

1. Anja7i 

Two patika hands put together is 

ca 11 ed anja 1 i. It is he 1 d on head 

to greet gods, near the face to 

greet venerable persons, near the 
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chest to greet friends. For 

greeting other persons, there is 

no rule. 

2. Kapota (pigeon) 

Two anjali hands meeting on one 

of the i r s i des and r e s emb 1 i n g a 

dove. It is adopted in cases of a 

ferocious approach with inimical 

intention, bowing down and talk-

ing to a venerable person. Women 

artists employ this hand to 

represent cold and fear. This 

hand re 1 eased after the meeting 

of fingers indicate anxious words 

or 'this much can be done' or 

'nothing more can be done'. 

3. Karka~a (crab) 

In this hand, the fingers of the 

hands are inter locked so as to 

resemble karkata. It indicates . 
bee's wax, massaging of the 

limbs, yawning just after awaken-

ing from sleep, a big body, 

supporting the chin and holding a 

conchshell for blowing it. 

4. Svastika 

Two arala or vardhamana hands 
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upturned and held together at the 

wrists on the left sides. It is 

to be adopted by women. When the 

hands are separated from the 

svastika position it indicates 

directions, clouds, sky, forests, 

seas, seasons, earth and simi 1 ar 

other extensive things. 

5. Kataka vardhamana . 
tn this hand, one katakamukha 

hand is placed on the wrists of 

the other katakamukha hand. t t is . 
adopted in movements connected to 

1 ove-mak i ng and in bowing to 

someone. 

6. Utsanga 

Two ara 1 a hands contrarily 

p 1 aced, he 1 d upturned and bent. 

It r~presents feeling of touch, 

acts of anger and i nd i gnat ion, 

women's envious acts and squeez-

ing something. 

7. Ni~adha 

There are two gestures in this:-

( 1 ) Kapittha hand surrounding 

muku1a hand. 

(2) The left hand holding the 
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other arm above the elbow and the 

right hand touching the fist. 

It represents patience, 

intoxication, arrogance, magna-

nimity, eagerness, valour, con~ 

ceit, haughtiness, absence of 

motion, steadiness etc. 

B. Oo7a 

The two shoulders at ease in a 

and two pataka hands 

hanging down. 

It indicates hurry, sadness, 

fainting, fit of intoxication, 

excitement, state of illness and 

wound by a weapon. 

9. Puspaputa . . 
Two sarpa~ira~ hands with their 

fingers close to one another 

meeting on one side very closely. 

It indicates the recei,ing or 

carrying of rice, fruits, flow-

ers, floods, lawfully obtained 

money of various kinds, carrying 

and removing of water. 
10. Makara 

Two pataka hands with their 

thumbs raised are turned down and 

placed on each other. 
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11. Gajadanta 

12. Avahittha 

1 3. Vardhamana 
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It indicates lion, tiger, 

e 1 ephant, crocod i 1 e, shark, fish 

and other carnivorous animals. 

Two sarpasira~ hands touching the 

opposite arms between the shoul-

der and the elbow. 

It indicates the carrying of 

the bride and the groom, exces-

sive weight, clasping a pillar 

and the extermination of a hill 

or a boulder. 

Two ;ukatunda hands meeting each . . 
other on the breast and bent, 

then slowly lowered. 

It indicates weakness, sigh, 

showing one s body, thinness and 

longing for a beloved. 

There are two gestures in this:-

(1) Combination of mukula and 

kapittha hands in close clasp. If 

one hand in this gesture presses 

the other hand, it indicates 

grasping, receiving, preserving, 



convention, truthfulness and 

compression. 

(2) Combination of two hamsapak~a 

hands turned down. It indicates 

opening of objects like latticed 

windows. 

~********************************************************* 

Hf!TTAHASTAS 

1 . · caturasra 

Two khatakamukha hands held eight . 
angulas away from the chest while 

the shoulders and elbows are on 

the same 1 eve 1 . 

2. Udvrtta or taJavrntaka 
• • 

Two hamsapak~a hands waving like 

talavrnta (palm leaf fan). 

3. Talamuk.ha 

-Two hands from caturasra position 

held obliquely facing each other. 

4. Svastik.a 

Tal amukha hands crossed at the 

wrists. 

5. Viprak.'lrna . 
When ta1amukha hands in svastika 

position are released, they are 

called viprak1rQa. 
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6. Aralakatakamukha or Aralakataka . . 
Two a1apa1Java hands with palms 

upwards changed into padmakosa . 
hands. 

7. Aviddhavaktraka 

8. Sucimukha 

9. Recita 

10. Ardhacandra 

Two hands in kutila (oblique and 
( 

graceful) movement after touching 

the opposite shoulder, elbow and 

hands and then the palms are 

moved and turned towards the 

back. 

Two sarpas1rah hands with their 

thumbs touching middle fingers 

are to stretch their tips 

obliquely. 

Two hamsapak~a hands moving 

swiftly with the palms facing 

upward. 

Left hand in caturasra position 

and right hand in recita. 

11. uttinavancita 

Two tripataka hands slightly bent 

ob 1 i que 1 y and shou 1 ders and the 

elbows are moved. 
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12. Pa J lava 

13. Nitamba 

1 4 . K e~abandha 

15. Lata 

16. Karihasta 

Two pat al< a hands joined at the 

wrist. 

Two pataka hands taken out from 

the shoulder to the hip. 

Two hands moved out from the 

hair-knot (kesabandha) and held 

on the sides. 

Two hands obliquely stretched 

sideways. 

One hand in lata position held up 

and swung from side to side and 

the other hand in tr i pat'al< a 

position held on the head. 

17. Paksavancitaka 

One tripataka hand placed on the 

waist and another on the head. 

18. Pak~apradyotaka 
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Opposite of pak~apradyotaka hand, 

i.e., the hand placed on the 

waist to be put on the head and 

vice versa. 



19. Garudapaksa . . 
Pak~apradyotaka hands with the 

palms placed downwards. 

Two hamsapak~a hands moved alter-

nately and then held out like a 

staff. 

21. Urdhvamandal1 

Two hands in circling movement 

near the upper part of the body. 

22. Parsvamandal1 . 
The urdhvamanda 1 f hand movement 

made on one side. 

23. UromandaJ1 . . 
One hand to be raised up after 

the c i rc 1 i ng movements· and the 

other to hang down. Then some 

movements to take place near the 

breast: 

24. UrahparsvardhamandaJa . . . 
A1apa11ava and araJa hands moved 

by turns above the breast and on 

the sides. 

25. Mustikasvastika 

Two katakamukha hands bent at the 
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wrists moved round. 

26. Na1in1padmako~a 

The hands to be moved by turns 

with vyavart ita and pari vart ita 

kara'!a, from padmakosa form. . 
27. A 1 apa 11 ava 

The a1apa11ava hands in udvestita 

karana . . 
28, U1bana . 

Two hands to be stretched up and 

waved. 

29. La 1 ita 

Two a1apa11ava hands to be moved 

above the head. 

30. Va1ita 

Two 1 at a hands crossed at their 

elbows. 

************************************************************: 

In the above description of hand movements, 

one can note that the dance hands have been de-

scribed without any reference to evoking of rasa 

or commun"ication of any idea. The hands for na!=ya, 

1 .e. the first thirty seven movements of hand, 

represent various situations as well as the mean-

i ngs of the words. Regarding the dance, it 1 s 

specified in the slokas 267-269 of the chapter 
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four that these movements have come into use 

simply because they create beauty. And since they 

are 1 i ked by a 11 they are considered auspicious. 

So the dance movements of the hand have been 

conceived not as a part of the nonverbal communi-

cation but only as a set of movements that create 

beauty. However, with the creation of beauty, the 

-. -srngara rasa obviously gets attached. According to .. 
~ 

the sJoka 272 of the chapter four, dance in its 

tandava (which means the 'class dance') is related .. 
to the adoration bf gods and in its gentler Jasya 

-. form to the s~ngara rasa because it creates beau-

ty. 

Re 1 ated to the movements of dance, further 

classifications have been made 1n the chapter four 

-thirty two angaharas, one hundred and eight 

kara':as, four recakas of foot, waist, hand and 

neck . A hierarch i ca 1 structure of movement is 

specified here:-

karana - matrka - angaharas 

In the s7okas 30 -34 of the chapter four of 

the Na~yafastra, the re 1 at ion between the above 

three is explained. Manmohan ghosh trans 1 ates 

..... 
these slokas as follows -

"The combined [movement of] hands and feet in 

dance is called the karana: Two karanas will make . . 
one matrka, and two, three, or four matrkas will 
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make up one angahara. Three karanas will make a 

kalapaka, four a sar:tcjaka, and five a samghataka. 
• 

Thus the angaharas consist of six, seven, eight or 

nine karaQas". 

""' The movements explained in the above slokas 

are predominant 1 y the dance movements. They are 

not directly related to the situations creating 

various rasas and bhavas in the mind of the audi-

ence. However, these movements are sometimes mixed 

with the movements of drama as occasioned by some 
\ 

need. It is specified in the Na~ yasastra when to 

use and when not to use the dance movements during 

the presentation of a play. Dance should be pre-

sented when principal words of a song come to an 

end, a character attains good fortune, love occurs 

between a married couple, when the lover is near 

the beloved and a suitable season or like is 

visible. Dance movements should not be applied 

when a young woman is enraged, deceived or sepa-

rated from her lover, when a dialogue is going on 

with a female friend or beloved, and when there is 

some anxiety because of the declaration of one of 

the seasons by a messenger. Besides, when any part 

of the play is related to the adoration of god or 

gods and when the heroine is gradua 11 y being 

pacified after getting enraged, the dance has to 
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be applied. These rules regarding the presentation 

of a dance item during the presentation of a play 

show that the dance is used to represent the 

happier and joyful moments in the play. 

similarly, there are some prohibitive situa-

tions for the na!ya hand movements also. Hand 

movements are not to be employed while represent-

ing someone as sad, fainting, terrified, overcome 

with disgust or sorrow, weak, asleep, handless, 

inactive, drowsy, inert. sick, feverile, panic 

stricken, assailed by chillness, inebriated, mad, 
( 

thought fu 1 , performing penances, imprisoned, 

s w i f t 1 y run n i n g , s pea I< i n g i n dream , ex c i ted or 

pairing something with nails. Such situations are 

to be represented through sattv"il<abh"inaya along 

with the vac"ikabh"inaya. And at the time of vac1-

kabhinaya, the eyes should be di~ected towards the 

hand movements. 

Certain genera 1 ru 1 es have a 1 so been 1 aid 

down regarding the uses of the above mentioned 

hand movements. One of these rules give the actor 

a freedom to select the form, movements and type 

of hand movements in relation to their significa-

tion on the basis of his own personal judgment. 

This kind of freedom to the actor leaves no scope 
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for the interference of the director. The absence 

of director. in a p 1 ay is an important aspect of 

the Bharata's conception of natya. However, there 

exists a concept of an acarya whose instructions 

the .actor is supposed to follow. 

Another important point raised in the Natya

S"astra is that there is no movement that cannot be 

used in indicating some idea or the other. This 1s 

an important hypothesis regarding the non-verbal 

communication patterns. In the Bharata's point of 

view every movement is a potential sign which may 

signify some idea in some or the other suitable 

context. Some of these symbo 1 i c hand movements 

have been listed in the Na!yasastra. For example, 

anja 1 i (putting together of two pataka hands)' 

posture of hand is used to greet gods, venerable 

persons and friends. There are many other hand 

movements which are not 
- .,_ 

listed in the Natyasastra 

but are seen in use in actua 1 performances of 

drama. With full humility, it is stated in the 

Natyasastra that there are several other popular 

movements and postures which should be used ac-

cording to their needs in the theatrical communi-

cation. 

One may notice that all the movements of the 
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hand can be seen along the vertical and the hori-

zontal axis. The upward and downward movements can 

be charted on the horizontal axis and the sideways 

movement on the vert i ca 1 axis. If the hor i zonta 1 

axis is considered as passing through breast of 

the actor, the positive side of this axis would be 

the zone of the hand movements of the superior 

type of characters, the position of zero and its 

nearing area is the zone of the hand movements of 

the middling type of characters, and the negative 

side of the horizontal axis is the general region 

for the hand movements of the inferior type of 

characters. Besides, the above mentioned sixty 

seven movements can a 1 so be charted on the two 

axis but this may not have :;~ny special signifi-

cance. 

After the movements of hand, Brarata 1 i sts 

the movements of arms but does not offer any 

explanation for their exact movement, nature and 

use$. These movements are tiryaka, urdhvagata, 

adhomukha, aviddha, • • apaviddha, mandala, . . .. . svastika, 

ancita, kuncita and prsthaga. In another version . . 
of the book fo 11 owing 1 i sts of ten movements is 

found - tiryaka, urdhvasamstha, adhomukha, ancita, 

apaviddha, • • svastll<a, prsthanusar r, . . 
udvestita and prasarita. However, no explanations . . 
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have been offered regarding the movements of the 

arms in any version of the book: 

In the tenth chapter of the 
- .... _ 

Natyasastra, 

ent it 1 ed sari rabh i nay a, . the deta i 1 s of the move-

ments of different 1 imbs and of their uses in 

various dramatic situations are given. These 

details are as follows-

Postures of uras (chest) 

There.are five postures of chest (uras):-

1 . Abhugna:- 1 n this posture, the chest is kept 

lowered, the back is raised higher, the shoulders 

are slightly bent and left loose at times without 

being stiff. It is adopted to repres~nt embarrass-

ment, despair, fainting, sorrow, fright, ailment, 

heartache, cold touch , rain and bashfulness~ 

2. Nirbhugna:- In this posture the chest is stiff, 

back depressed, shou 1 ders not bent but r.a i sed. It 

1 s adopted in para 1 ys is, expressing resentment, 

surprised ·1 ook, aver-ring the truth, haughty ex-

pression and excessive arrogance. 

3. Prakampita:- Continuous heaving up and down of 

the chest. It represents 1 aughter, weeping, ex-

haustion, terror, a!>thmatic fit, hiccup and 

misery. 
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4 . U d v ah i t a : - R a i s i n g up of the chest . I t rep r e-

sents deep breathing, looking at the objects 

placed high above and yawning. 

5. Sarna:- A 11 the 1 imbs in catura~a (symmetri-

cal) position and the chest with sausthava . • • 

Postures of par~a (sides) 

The five postures of sides are as follows:-

1. Nata :-Slight bending o~ the waist and drawing 

away of one shou 1 der. It is. adopted whi 1 e ap-

preaching someone. 

2. Unnata ·- In nata position, lifting up of the 

other side and similarly raising the waist, the 

side, the arm and the shou 1 der. It ·represents· 

going away. 

3.Prasarita ·-Stretching of the sides in their 

respective position. It expresses delight and 

similar emotional states. 

4. Vivartita ·- In this posture, the sacrum is 

kept turned round, It represents turning around. 

5. Apasrta =~ Restori~g of the side to its origi-

nal position from the vivartita position. It 

represents returning. 

Postures of jathara (belly) .. 
There are three conditions of the bellies:-

1. Ksama ·- Slender and thin belly. It expresses 
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laughter, cry, inhalation and yawn1ng. 

2. KhaJva :-Depressed belly. It expresses sick

ness, penance, weariness and
1
hunger. 

3. Purna :- Comp 1 ete be 11 y. It expresses gasping 

out, stoutness, disease and over eating. 

Movements of ka~i (hips) 

There are five postures of kati:-

1. Chinna :-Turning aside of the hip. It repre

sents exercising, hurrying and looking around. 

2. Nivr-tta :- Turning up of the hip. It is adopted 

1n turning around. 

3. Rec ita Moving about of the hip. It shows 

wandering and movements of general type. 

4. Kampita ·- Shaking hips. This movement is 

adopted in the walking of hunch-backs, dwarfs and 

persons of inferior type. 

5 . U d v ah i t a : - L i f t i n g up of the h i p s . I t r e p r e -

sents wa 1 k of stout and bu 1 ky persons and a 1 so 

the amorous and seductive movements of women. 

Postures of uru (thighs) 

Uru movements are of five kinds:-

1. Kampana :- Kampana is shaking of the thighs. It 

shows the frightened movements of persons of in

ferior types. 

2. Va 1 ana :- Turning of the the thighs 1 s ca 11 ed 
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valana. It represents the movement of wo~en at 

ease. 

3. Stambhana Motionless thighs. It shows 

perturbation and despair. 

4. Udvartana Quickly turning thighs. It is 

adopted in physical exercise and tandava dance . . . 
5. Vivartana :- Turning round of thighs. It ·is 

adopted in case of movements due to agitation etc. 

Postures of jangha (calf or shank) 

The five jangha movements are:-

1. Avart ita (turned):- It is adopted in jester's 

walking. 

2. Nata (bent):- It is adopted in assuming sthana 

(standing) and asana (sitting) postures. 

3. Ksipta (thrown out) . It is adopted in exer-

cise and tandava. 

4. Udvahita (raised) :- It is adopted in movements 

like swift or crooked (aviddha) walk . . . 
5. Pari vrt ta (turned back) It is adopted in 

tandava dance and the 1 ike . . . 

Postures of the feet 

Five postures of feet are mentioned in the 

1. Udgha~~ita:- Standing on the fore part of the 

feet and then touching the ground with the hee1s. 
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It is adopted in applying udghattita karana. . . . 
2. Sarna :- Natural placing of feet on even ground. 

It represents natural position of the body. 

3. Agrata1asancara Throwing up of the heels, 

putting forward of big toe and bending of other 

toes. It is adopted in urging, breaking, standing, 

kicking, striking the ground, wa 1 king, throwing 

away, walking when there is a wound at the heel 

and in various recaka movements. 

4 .. Ancita :-Raising of the forepart of the feet 

and spreading of the toes with hee 1 s on the 

ground. It is adopted in representing movements 

when forepart of the feet is wounded. turning 

round and in various bhramari movements. 

5. Kufi'c ita :- Throwing up of the hee 1 s, bending 

down of the toes and the middle of the feet. It 

represents grand and majestic gait, turning round 

to the right or vice-versa and in various atikran-

After the above description, the deta i 1 s of 

the carT movements have been given. CarT is that 

system of movements in which hands, one foot; 

calves, thighs and the hip are kept in mutual 

concordance. When both the feet are used in move-

ments, it is called karana. It should be noted . 
here that this kara~a is completely different from 
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the I< arana mentioned ear 1 i er in the chapter four 

of the Na~ ya:astra. The same word in two different 

places denote entirely different set of mov~ments. 

A combination of three or more kara~as is cllled 

khanda. Three or four l<handas combining together . . . . 
constitute a mandala. Altogether thirty two carTs . . 
are mentioned in the N§'!:yaS'astra - sixteen bhaum1 

car 1s (earth 1 y car 1s) and sixteen ak as'ii<T carTs 

( a e r i a 1 car i s) . . Then the r e a r e ten b h Lim i g a ( earth -
_ _.. 

ly) mandalas and ten ~l<asaga (aerial) mandalas. . . , 
A 11 these are pure 1 y the categorisation of the 

movements. These movements are supposed to be 

usefu 1 in the context of sthanas (standing pos-

tures) and gat; is (gaits) though the deta i 1 s of 

their uses in these contexts . are not specified. 

CarTs and mar,:qalas are mainly the graceful move-

ments of the limbs which can be used in the dance 

and the drama. They are to be <;iCcompan i ed by 

suitable instru~ental music. 

As regards sthanas, six of them are mentioned 

- vaisnava, sampada, vaisakha, mandala, alidha and . . . .. . 
prat ya 1 i gha. The deta i 1 s of these postures and 

the i r uses are a 1 so g i v en i n the Nat y a sa s t r a . 

Apart from their use in representing various 

situations, the reverse posture of the sthana is 

to be assumed when 
..... __ 
s~ngara, adbhuta, vT"ra and 
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b Tbhat sa rasas are prominent 1 y introduced. This 

posture 1 s adopted in representing anger, 1 ove, 

anguishr suspicion; jealousy, fierceness, anxiety, 

recollection, wretchedness, fickleness, arrogance, 

yearning and power. A1 i dha sthana is adopted in 

representing acts related to v1ra and raudra 

rasas. Other sthanas are used 1 n representing 

situations like talking to someone, throwing a 

disc, holding a bow,· bridegroom at a marriage 

ceremony, riding horses, doing exercise, coming 

out of any place, portraying large birds etc. 

According to Abh i navagupta, - ~-Natyasastra has . 
prescribed the gait according to the type of 

person, rasa, situation, place and occasion 

(quoted by Manmohan Ghosh, 1967:216). Since all 

the activities in a drama are ,related to the 

creation of rasa, actua 1 1 y the gait? are to be 

seen as helping movements in representing situa-

t ions which create rasa as we 11 as the wa 1 king 

styles which themselves create rasa. These walking 

styles follow the patterns of the relevant 9arTs 

and suitable music. For example, the gait of the 

srngara rasa ; s to be in at i kranta carr with a 

slow tempo of music. Similarly, the details of the 

gaits for the superior, middling and inferior 

characters for all the eight rasas are given for 
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persons l ike ascetics, merchants, ministers, 

kings, - ... k ancuk 1 ya, those who are weak, tired or 

intoxicated or are in other similar circumstances. 

Gaits for situations like panic, surprise, uneasi-

ness, sorrow, concealed love and for many similar 

situations are also mentioned - ~-in the Natyasastra. .. 
Gaits for women and children are also prescribed 

by Bharata. In general all these gaits are based 

on the uses of the suitable car1 movements and 

sthanas. Sometimes rules have been prescribed even 
-· 

for the accompanying music and beats. The effect 

of the gaits depend a 1 so upon the duration or. 

ka1as of the movements. - ~ In the Na!yasastra, the 

movements for the duration of one, two and four 

ka 1as are mentioned· respectively for inferior, 

middling and superior characters. 

Thus i~gil<~bhinaya can be said to be based on 

the classification of the observed movements for 

the purposes of representing some idea or object 

on the basis of the rasa theory, fypes of charac-

ters and also on the basis of the elegance and 

sweetness of the movements. Apart from that the 

movements under various situations and circum-

stances common in a play are also prescribed in 

relation to the observed elegant movements. This 

is the genius of Bharata to categorise the move-
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ments and then prescribe different sets of move

ments for different persons, occasions and circum

stances. At this point the study of angikabhinaya 

is independent of the principles ahd categories of 

the rasa theory. The method applied here seems to 

be that of first identifyin'g the movements for 

non- verba 1 communication and then studying the· 

significance of various sequences of these move

ments. This 1s like studying various sounds and 

then the signification of various combinations of 

sounds. The se(luences of the movements of the non-

verbal communication sometimes replace and 

sometimes supplement the valid sequences of sound 

in a linguistic code of communication. Those dance 

movements which are used mainly tq create beauty 

can be compared to those combinations of sounds 

which are often used in poetry with no specific 

referents or c 1 ass of referents. In the next 

chapter, we w i 11 see how the 1 anguage is to be 

used in combination with the gestures of limbs 1n 

the presentation of dance or drama. 

There are certain aspects re 1 a ted to the 

angikabhinaya which are added in the chapters 

twenty four and twenty six of the ~tyasastra. 

These two chapters are respective 1 y ent it 1 ed as 

samanyabhinaya and citrabhinaya. Citrabhinaya is 
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the special representation of certain ideas and 

certain situations which are to be represented 

through a~ga and other abhinayas. The representa-

tion of these ideas and situations have not been 

explained in the earlier chapters. For example, 

for representing day, night, season, objects on 

grounds, two hands raised with patal<a and svastil<a 

postures and head looking upward or downward (as 

the situation may be) with various glances suited 

to the occasion are to be used. Moonlight is to be 

represented by happiness, air, flavour and smell. 

For this the movements for representing touch and 

horripilation have to be used. Many other such 

situations hav~ been explained in the chapte~ on 

citrabhinaya. The most important point to be noted 

here that all the abhinayas are being used simul-

taneously to represent these ideas and situations. 

Representing moonlight, sun or dust etc. require 

t h e u s e s 0 f a,; g i k a b h i nay a ' sat t v i I< ab h i n a y a ' aha r -

y i kabh i nay a as we 11 as of vac i kabh i nay a. 

There are two definitions of samany~bhinaya -
. ....... 

one in the first sloka of the twentyfourth chapter 

and second in the seventysecond Sloka of the same 

chapter. According to the first definition, the 

samanyabh inaya should be known as originating 

from words, gestures and sattva. Out of these the 
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actor shou 1 d take spec i a 1 care about sat tva be-

cause the dramatic production has this as its 

basis. In this definition and also as in the case 

of the citribhinaya~ various kinds of abhinaya are 

mingled in order to represent some idea or situa-

tion. Even in the second definition of samanyabhi-

nay a, which makes it comp 1 ete 1 y a part of the 

angikabhinaya, this idea is present. This defini-

t ion says that samanyabhinaya is that which is 

made s imu 1 taneous 1 y by the head, the face, the 

feet, the thighs, the shanks, the be 11 y and the 

waist. Here again, the movements of various limbs 

are like semantics of drama and dance which are to 

qe presented according to certain pr inc i p 1 es in 

order to represent certain ideas and situations. 

These principles are like the syntax of the 

dramatic movements and of the representation 

through a 1 1 the abh i nay as. In this l?Yntax, the 
,.._ 

actor has a freedom whither to follow the sastras 

or not. When the ;astras are followed, the abhi

naya is abhyantara and when the ru 1 es of S'"astras 

are not followed, the abhinaya is bahya. In ba-

hyabhinaya, the actor assumes a freedom to use the 

movements according to his own understanding of 

the situations. The ru 1 es of the S"astras exp 1 a in 

the 1 ak~ar:a through which a dramatic performance 

is recognised. The movements depend upon these 
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Jaksanas of various situations. The relevant . . 
combination of movements are used in the histrio-

nic representation in order to evoke the relevant 

rasas and bhavas. 
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VACIKABHINAYA 



VACIKABHINAYA 

In the chapter on the angikabhinaya, the non-

verbal communication has been documented on the 

patterns of the verbal communication. In the 

vacikabhinaya, the use of the language in the 

enactment of a situation is examined. Since lan-

guage is the most important means of communica-

tion, vacikabhinaya is important in representing 

any situation. Sometimes, for example in radio 

drama, the enactment is only through the vaci-

kabhinaya. In the sl ok a number two of the four-

teenth chapter of the Na~ya[astra, speech is 

considered as the body of the dramatic art:-

Vaci yatnastu kartavya natyasyena tanuh smrtah. . . . . 
Anganepa:thyatattvan i. vakyasthana vyanjayant i hi . 

..... 
This sloka 1s translated by Manmohan Ghosh as 

"One should take care of words. For these are 

known as the body of the dramatic art. And ges-

costumes and make-up and the acting of 

sattva (merely) clarify the meaning of words." 

This 
.....-: 
sloka emphasizes that vacikabhinaya is 

in the centre of all the four kinds of abhinayas. 
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In the chapters on the vacikabhinaya (verbal 

representation), first of.all the atomic units of 

language (like the vowels and the consonants along 

with their linguistic properties) are explained. 

For example, the consonants have been classified 

according to the criteria of being voiced and non

voiced, velar, labial, dental; lingual (jihvya), 

nasal, sibilant, palatal and guttural (visarja

niya). 

After phonetics, the semantics of language is 

explained. In this section, four kinds of words 

namely the nouns, the verbs, the verb-roots and 

the particles - are explained. Then the morpholog

ical units- like the affixes, the case-endings, 

the euphonic combination or sandhi, compounding of 

words or samasa etc. - and the rules regarding 

them are given. Then the use of words in prose and 

poetry are defined. In poetry, the words have to 

be carefully used according to chanda (rhythm

type) and vrtta (syllabic metre) whereas in prose 

no such care in the use of the words is needed. 

There are twenty six types of chandas defined on 

the basis of the number of sylla~les in each 

foot:-
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Number of syllables Name of Chanda 

(1) One Ukta 

(2) Two Atyukta 

(3) Three Madhya 

(4) Four Pratistha 

(5) Five Suprati~~hi 

(6) Six Gayatrr 

(7) Seven Usn'ik . 
(8) Eight Anu~tup 

(9) Nine Brhat 1 . 
( 10) Ten Pankt'i 

( 1 1 ) Eleven T!'~~up 

(12) Twelve Jagat i 

( 1 3) Thirteen At i jagat 1 
... 

(14) Fourteen Sakvar'l 

(15) Fifteen At 'isakvar1 

(16) Sixteen Asti .. 
( 1 7) Seventeen Atya~~i 

' ( 1 8) Eighteen ohrti 

(19) Nineteen Atidhrti 

(20) ·Twenty Krti 

(21) Twenty one Prakrti 

(22) Twenty two Akrt i 

(23) Twenty three Vikrt'i 

(24) Twenty four Sankrti 

(25) Twenty five Atikrt; . 
(26) Twenty six Utkrti 
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In each chanda, various metrical patterns or 

v~ttas are possible. Thousands and lakhs of v;ttas 

are possible in each chanda though all of them are 

not essentially in use. After the counting of 

vrttas and defining chandas, the use of vowel, 

anusvira, visarga (all of which come after a 

conjunct consonant or at the end of a hemistitch), 

and the pauses are examined. Pause o1 virima is 

used when the meaning has be~n finally expressed. 

There exists a concept even of the presiding 

deities and colours of the metres. However it is 

not substantiated as to on what basis the presid-

ing deities and the colours are assigned to the 

metres. In the chapter sixteen of the Na~yasastra, 

following metrical patterns in use ~re defined. 

There are three kinds of metrical patterns in use 

- sama, vi~ama and ardhasama. In sama all the feet 

of a verse are simi 1 ar. If in a verse the differ-

ent feet consist of different metres the pattern 

is called visama. In ardhasama, two feet are not 

similar and two are similar. Following metrical 
.,_ 

patterns have been explained in the N§'~yasastra:-

Sam a metrical patterns 

(1) Tanumadhya (2) -Makar aka Sirsa-

(3) Malat'l (4) Malan1 

(5) Uddhata {6) Bhramara mala 
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(7) Simhe Jekha (8) Mattacest ita 

(9) Vidyu J Jekha (10) Cittav i las ita 

( 1 1 ) Madhumakar1 (12) UtpaJa mala or 

(13) Mayurasar in 1 Kuvalaya mala 

( 14 ). Dodhaka (15) Mot aka 

(16) lndra vajra (17) Upendravajra 

(18) Svagata (19) Rathoddhata 
,. 

(20) sirni (21) Totaka 

(22) Kumudan ibha (23) Candra J ekha 

(24) Pramitok~ara (25) ..... -Vamsastha 

(26) Harit:~a pluta (27) Kamadatta 

(28) Aprameya (29) PadminT 

(30) Putavrtta (31) Prabhavatl' . . 
(32) Praharsin1 (33) Mattamayura . 
(34) Vasantatilaka (35) Asambaddha 

(36) Sarabha (37) NandimukhT 

(38) Gajavi las ita (39) Pravara l a J ita 

(40) 
,. 

( 41) Sikhariry1 Vrsabha cest ita 

(42) - (43) Vam5apatra pat ita Sri dhara 

(44) Vi lambitagati (45) Citra 1ekha 

(46) sardar av 1 kri;Ji ta (47) Suvadana - Madraka (48) Sragdhara (49) 

(SO) 
..... 

AsvalaJita (51) Meghamala 

(52) Karuna pad"f (53) Bhujanga vijrmbhita 
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Visama and ardhasama metrical patterns 
~ 

(1) Pa~hya (2) Sarvavi~amapa~hya 

(3) ViparTta pathya (4) Capa Ja 

(5) Vipu la (6) vanavasika 

(7) Ketumat1' (8) Aparavaktra 

(9) Pu:;p i taraga (10) Udgata 

( 1 1 ) A'rya ( 1 2 ) Pathya arya 

(13) Vipu la arya (14) Capa ra arya 

(15) Mukha capaJa (16) Jaghana capala 

The earliar structure (as we have seen in 

case of the angikabhinaya) of defining, then 

giving situations in which the defined category is 

applicable and finally explaining the uses have 

been abandoned in case of explaning the chandas. 

Though there are verses in which these chanda 

patterns are shown to be used, there are no de-

tailed ~ules related to the actual uses of these 

chandas in a poetical composition. Natyasastra 

does not even specify any directly corresponding 

relationship of chandas with rasas and. bhivas. 

Only in the end of the chapter seventeen, in the 
~ 

slokas 107 tO 113, some basic rules regarding the 

uses of chandas according to rasas are briefly 

explained. These rules are related to the use of 

the number and type of syllables, vowels, alamka

ras etc. while writing verses related to a partie-
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ular rasa. For example, the poetical composition 

related to vTra, raudra and adbhuta rasas should 

consist mostly of light syllables and should 

include similes and metaphors. In the v1ra rasa, 

the chandas used should be jagatT, atijagat1 or 

sankrti. These rules seem to be based on the . 
observation of the actual pragmatic uses of the 

language by the playwrights and by the speakers of 

a language in its diverse forms during various 

situations of rasas and bhavas. The poet is ad-

vised to use sweet, exalted and agreeable words in 

the poetical composition for a drama so that they 

can be easily pronounced by the female artists. 

Such practical concerns may also have regulated 

the uses of the kinds of vowels, syllables and 

other ·_features of language while writing verses 

for evoking particular rasas and bhavas in drama. 

There are thirty six characteristics of a 

poetical composition according to· the chapter 

seventeen of the Natyafastra. These features are 

as follows:-

1. Bhusana (ornateness) . . 
2. Ak~ara sanghata (compact non-brevity) 

~ 

3. Sobha (brilliance) 

4. Udahararya (example or parallelism) 

5. Hetu (causation) 
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6 . Sam say a ( he s i t at i on or doubt ) 

7. Drst~nta (precedent) 

8. Prapti (discovery or attainment) 

9. Abhipraya (fancy) 

·' 10. Nidarsana (unfavourable precedent) 

11. Nirukta (convincing explanation) 

12. Siddhi (persuasion) 

1 3 . Vi s .. e san a ( d i s t i n c t i on ) 

14. Gunanipata (accusation of virtue) . 
1 5 . At i say a ( eX c e 1 1 en c e ) 

16. Tulyatarka (inferenc~ from similitude) 

17. Padoccaya (multiplex predication) 

18. Dista (description) 

19. Upadista (pointed utterance) 
. . . 

20. Vicara (deliberation) 

21. Viparyaya (inversion) 

22. Bhramsa (slip of tongue) 

23. Anunaya (meditation) 

24. Ma7a (series of offers) 

25. Daksinya (clever manner) . . 
26. Garha~a (censure) 

27. Arthapatti (presumption) 

28. Prasiddhi (celebrity) 

29. P~ccha (interrogation) 

30. Sarupya (identity) 

31. Manoratha (indirect expression of mental ~t~\~~ 
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........ . 
32. Lesa (w1t) 

33. Samk~epa (concealment) 

34. Gunak1rtana (enumeration of merits) 
• 

35. Jneyabhyanukta siddhi (semi-uttered 

expression) 

36. Priyam vacanam (compliment) 

The above list of the characteristics of a 

poetical or literary composition is a model on the 

basis of which a text can be interpreted so as to 

understand the discourse in the framework of the 

rasa theory. Further categories of four alamkJras, 

ten gu~as and ten defects of a literary composi

tion are also enumerated and expounded 'in the 
- ..... _ 

Natyasastra. These categories along with their 

subcategories serve the purpose of composing 

proper text of literature (or drama in this con-

text) and of providing a framework for analysing· , 

the available text of the drama. Thus the ~~ya-

... 
sastra, while explaining the imperatives of the 

vacikabhinaya, has actually formulated a complete 

framework for all sorts of literary analysis. The 

rasa theory along with the categories and explana-

tion of the uses of language in a dramatic .per-

formance provides also a model for analysing, 

interpreting, comprehending and enjoying literary 

texts of any genre. 
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In the chapter eighteen of the 
- ...... _ 

Na~yasastra, 

the uses of samskrta, prakrta and various other . . 
dialects are explained. These rules seem to have 

been made on the basis of the popular practices in 

the real life as well ~s in the dramatic presenta-

tion. For example, prakrta is supposed to be used 

by children, persons under the influence of evil 

spirits, persons of low character, inebriated 

ones, phallus worshippers, women and men playing 

the role of women and others. There are eight 

dialects enumerated which are to be used by those 

characters from the respective speech communities 

who are not supposed to speak in samskrta. Superi

or type of characters are supposed to speak in 

samskrta under normal circumstances. The use of 

dialects in the drama indicates a conscious ~ffort 

by the playwright to create the real life situa-

tions on the stage during a histrionic presenta-

tion. 

In the chapter nineteen, words for addressing 

various persons are given. For example, the brah-

mana is to be addressed as arya, the professor as • 

acarya, father as tata. Brahma~a should address a 

minister as amatya. In this chapter, a deta-i 1 ed 

study of the system of address in a vast sociolin-

guistic set up as that of the ancient India has 
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been undertaken. The intonation and the pitch of 

the voice have been considered important aspects 

of vacikabhinaya and so even they have been ex

plained in relation to rasas. In the Sloka 46 to 

48 of the chapter nineteen it is explained that to 

suit various rasas the intonation (kaku) should 

always be made high, excited or low etc.. Slow 

intonation is desired in the srngara and karuna . 
rasas. For other rasas also, the intonations have 

been described. This study also seems to be based 

on the observation of the actual uses of the 

language by the people in various circumstances. 

And again the rasa theory is the model framework 

according to which the observed data has been 

analysed and presented. 

The uses of language or the vacikabhinaya is 

an important aspect of the histrionic present~-

tion. Though the 
...... _ 

~~yasastra examines various 

aspects of the vacik~bhinaya in detail, it does 

not emphasize much on listing the uses of chandas 

and other aspects of the uses of language in drama 

in relation to the communication and evoking 

various rasas and bhavas. While studying the 

~~gik~bhinaya and also the ihiryik~bhinaya (which 

will be studied. in the next chapter), there is an 

attempt to enlist the various uses of all the 
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categories formulated. Perhaps such an attempt has 

not been made in case of the vacikabhinaya because 

there is so much of dynamism involved in the uses 

of the language that it is practically very diffi

cult, rather almost impossible to enlist the 

possible uses of the chandas or the other catego

ries of the vacika. However, there has been an 

effort to describe the actual uses of the language 

in all sorts of the situations of the real experi

ences of life. This description decides the mode 

of the enactment of the real life situations 

through the language and speech i.e. through the 

vacika. 
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AHARYIKABHINAYA 

Ahary i kabh i nay a is re 1 a ted to costumes and 

make up for representation of rasas and bhavas. 

Aharya is important because it increases the 

communicative effect of the other three forms of 

abh i nay a. The costumes and make up provide a 

visual impact that 1 i ngers in the mind of the 

audience even after the actor(s) have gone out of 

the stage. Also, the aharya helps the audience in 

the i dent if i cation of the character in terms of 

various contexts in a dramatic representation. 

Bharata says:-

Nanavasthah prakrtaya~ purvanepathyasucika~. 

Angad i bh i rabh i v.yakt imupagacchant·yayatnata~. 
/ 

sloka 4, chapter 23 

1 . e. "if they (characters) are du 1 y made ready 

with the. requisite costumes etc. at the outset 

they· sha 1 1 accomp 1 ish the representation through 

gestures etc. witho~t undue effort." (Na~ya£astra, 

A Board of Scholars, Sri Satguru Publications, 

Delhi). In this sloka, the importance of aha-

ryabhinaya in the overall mode of the non-verbal 

dramatic communication is emphasized. 
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Four kinds of costumes and make up (nepathya) 

are described in the Natyasastra:-

Caturvidham tu nepathyam pustolamkara eva ca. 

Tathangaracana caiva jneya~ sanjTva eva ca. 
,.. . 

sloka 5, chapter 23 

These four kinds of costumes and make up 

_are:-

1. Pusta (model work~ 

2. AJamkara (embellishment) 

3. Angaracana (painting the limbs of the body) 

4. Sanj1va (living creatures). 

Each one of these actually constitute a class 

in itself and so need to be coded separately, even 

though they produce an effect in combination. 

Pusta is defined as follows:-
; 

Sailayanavimanani carmadhvaja naga~. 

Yani kriyante na~ye hi sa pusta iti sanjyitah. 

sloka 9, chapter 23 

i.e. pusta is the hills, vehicles, aerial 

chariots (vimana), shields, armours, flagstaffs, 

trees etc. constructed of floral wreaths, jewelry, 

garments etc. as well as the various unguents etc. 

applied over the limbs. Regarding the angaracana, 

the following s7oka suggests that the 1 imbs of 
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charact·ers should be painted according to their 

native region, community and the age: 

Varnanam tu vidhim jyatva vaya~ prakrtimeva ca. 

Kuryadangasya racanam desajativayary sritam. 

sloka 87, chapter 23 

The introduction .of living animals on to the 

stage is remembered as sanjTva:-

Ya~ pra':l}nam praveso vai sa sanjiva iti smrtah. 

Catu~padotha dvipadastatha caivapada~ smrta~ . 
.... 
sloka 152, chapter23 

In this sJoka three kinds of animals are 

mentioned catu~pada (four footed) 1 ike the 

domestic and the wild animals, dvipada (two foot-

ed) like the birds and the human beings, apada 

(without any foot) like the serpents. 

There are three kinds of pustas (model 

work):-

1. Sandhima (joined objects) :- The objects which 

are made out of mat, cloth, skin and the like. 

2. Vyaj ima ( i nd i cat i ng objects) :- Those objects 

which are made by means of mechanical devices. 

3. Cest ima (moving objects) or vest ima . (wrapped . . . . . 

objects) ·- There are two readings ava i 1 ab 1 e and 

accordingly the mea~ing differs. If we read cesti-• . 
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rna, it means the objects which can be made to 

move. If we read vest ima, it means the objects .. 
which are made by wrapping of clothes (vastr~dyai

vestitah). Abhinavagupta reads this as vestimah. . . . . . . 

AJaml<ara (decorations or embellishments) 

follows the ru~es relating to different parts of 

the body. Alamkara include flower garlands, orna-

ments and.drapery. There are five kinds of gar

lands and different ornaments for different angas. 

Since the ornaments of gold and other real metal 

are heavy and can cause exhaustion, ornaments made 

of lac and inlaid slightly with jewels are pre-

scribed for the actors. The prescription of var-

ious kinds of ornaments for men and women depend 

upon the habitation and the tribal origin of the 

character. The celestial females are to be distin-

guished by means of their embellishments and 

costumes suited to various states. The costumes of 

human females, like vidyadharis, nagas and others 

are to be made according to their conventions. The 

costumes of men and women should be suitable to 

various rasas and bhivas also. The observations on 

alamkaras are given in detail 
' / 

in the Natyasastra. 

They can be summarized in brief as follows :-
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Types of flower garlands 

1. Vestima (encircling):- In· this flowers are .. 
woven decoratively along with leaves and green 

grass. 

2. Vitata (spread up) ·- In this many garlands are 

put together. 

3. Sanghatya (grouped together) ·- When many 

bunches of flowers are woven together it is sang-

hatya. 

4. Granthima (tied up) :- In this flowers are 
I 

knitted together with knots. 
I 

5. PraJambita (suspended down) :- It is long 

hanging garland. 

Types of ornaments 

There are fo~r kinds of ornaments ·-

1. Avedhya:- The ornaments to be worn after pierc-

ing the liiT)bs. 

2. Bandhan1ya:- The ornaments which are tied up. 

3. Praksepya ·- The ornaments worn over, . 1 ike 

ankelets (nupura) and decoration of dress. 

4. Aropya:- The ornaments to be put around the 

neck like the necklaces. 

Ornaments for different limbs 

1. Head ·- Cudamani (crest-jewel) and mukuta . 
(crown). 
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2. Ear :- Kundala (ear ring), mocaka (ear pendant) . . . 

and k1la (to be worn at the top of the ear). 

3. Neck :- Muktavali (pearl necklace), harsaka (a 
• 

snak~ shaped ornament), sDtraka (golden neck 

chain). 

4. Finger ·:- Vetika (golden ring), angulimudra 

(ring with various designs like bird, lotus etc.). 

5. Forearms :- Hastav i and va 1 aya (bangles). 

6. Wrist :- Rucika (bracelet) and culika. 

7. Upper arm :- Keyura (armlet) and angada (arm-

band). 

8. Breast :- Trisara (pearl necklace with three 

strings) and hara (necklace). 

9. Body :- Hanging down pearl necklaces, flower-

garlands and the like. 

10. Waist :- Talaka and sutraka (golden thread to· 

be worn below the talaka). 

Ornaments for females 

First Bharata describes the ornaments for 

various limbs of females and then different aha-

ryas for females of various tribes, origins and 

professions. -1. Head ·- Sikhapasa, sikhavyala, piQq1patra, 

cudamani, makarika and muktajala. sikhavalaya is . . 
that head ornament in which the image of serpent 

is formed like the pericarp of the flower at the 
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centre. If round this pericarp, circular leaves 

like petals are formed, it is pindipatra. Cuaamani 
... . . ' 

is worn at the centre of the head, then makarapa-

tra and then muktajala (pearl net) reaching the 

forehead. Besides all these, tilaka arid guccha 

(bunch) above the eyebrows are also used for 

decoration. . . 

2. Ear:- Kundala, karnika, l<arnavalaya, patrakar-... . .. . 
nika, karnamudra, karnotk11aka (ear tops), differ-. . . 
ent kinds of dantapatras set with gems and l<ar~a-

puras, kandaka, kundala (ear-ring), £ikh7patra, . . . . 
l<hadgapatra and veniguccha (braid of hair with the . . 
strings attached to the ear). 

3. Cheeks :- Tilaka and patralekha. 

4. Neck :- Muktaval'i (pearl necklace), vyalapankti 

(ornament with snake motif), manjar1, · ra:tnama J 'ika 

(jewel string), ratnavali (bigger jewelled 

string), sutraka (necklace with two, 'three or four 

strings) and the gold chain. 

5. Breast :-Necklaces made artistically fine and 

the jewelled net. 

6. Upper arm:- Angada and valaya (bangles). 

7. Forearm:- Kharjuraka and socchitika. 

8 . Fingers Kataka, 
,._ -

kaJasakha, hastapatra, 

puraka, mudra and angu11yaka. 

--. 9. Hips :- Kanc1 w1th a net of pearls, kulaka (or 

ta 1 aka), mekha 1 a, rasana and ka 1 apa. Kane 1 is a 
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girdle with a single string, mekhal~ with eight 

strings, rasanawith sixteen strings and kalapa 

with twentyfive strings. In case of goddesses and 

queens, the strings are thirtytwo, sixtyfour or 

one hundred and eight in number. 

10. Ankles :- Nupura, kinkinT, ratnajala (jewel 
# 

net), ghantikaand saghosa kataka (sounding kata-. . 
ka). It should be noted that except ratnajaJa, all 

the other ornaments are gingling ones. 

:11. Shanks :- Padapatra. 

12. Toes :-Toe rings and tilaka for the big toes. 

After the discussion on the ornaments for 

different limbs of females, the costumes and 

decorations of female are described according to 

the conventions of the regions or social groups to 

which the female character belongs. Following are 

the groups of women and their decorations accord-

ing to the conventions ·-

Vidyadharr 

Hair tied up in top knot and decorated with 

the strings of many pearls. Their costumes should 

be in white. 

Yak~is and apsaras 

Jewels for ornaments. Their dresses are 

similar but no details are provided. Yaksis should . 
have a ~ikha in addition. 
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Naga women 

Ornaments embellished with pearls and jewels 

like those of apsaras but they have a hood in 

addition which is again embedded with pearls and 

jewels. 

Munikanya 

Single braid of hair, no ornaments, dress 

befitting the forest life. 

s i ddha women 

Garments and attire of yellow colour, embel-

lishments abounding in pearls and emeralds. 

Gandharv'l 

Clothes of saffron colour, holding vlna in . 
hand and ornaments abounding in rubies. 

Clothes of black colours, white curved teeth 

and ornaments mainly of sapphires. 

Goddesses 

Clad in the attire resembling the feather of 

parrots, adorned with pearls and lapis lazuli. 

D i vyavanarT 

Clad in the dress of blue colour, ornaments 

of topaz and sometimes of vaidurya (lapis lazuli). 

The above description is applicable in cases 

of 
.,-..... . 

the srngara rasa. In other cases the costumes 
~ 

and embellishments should be according to the rasa 
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and bhava. After this desc~iption about the ih~rya 

for the celestial damsels, the following descrip-

tion of the aharya of the human females is given:-

Women of avantT :-They should have a curling 

hair. 
,. 

Women of gau~a ·- Hairs curled, s1khapasa and the 

ven~ . 
~bh1ra women :-Blue clothes, two ven1s and heads 

generally having an encircling band. 

Women of North-East ·- Body covered upto the hair 

and rising Cikhanda. . -
Women of South :- They are supposed to have the 

tattoo marks of three kinds ·-

l.U11ekhya (general tattoo marks) 

2. Kumbhipadaka (a special tattoo mark perhaps 

resembling the figure of a jar) 

3. avarta (some kind of circular tattoo mark on 

the forehead). 

The aharya of courtesans should be according 

to their idiosyncrasies and of bther women accord-

ing to their habitation and nature. 

Costumes of men 

Male costumes are of three types 
~ 

suddha 

(pure), vicitra (variegated) and malina (untidy). 

On auspicious occasions, like going to the temple 
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or at the time of a marriage ceremony and such 

other occasions, men (and also women) should be 

dressed in white. In this context, according to 

Abhinavagupta, suddha means white. However, one 

may wonder about the use of white coloured dress 

on occasions like marriage. In India, traditional-

ly, white has been associated with the melancholic 

situations. This is supported by Bharata also when 

he says that the dresses of the women who are 

separated from their lovers should be white. He 

also says that women whose lovers have gone 

abroad should not have a clean dress. So certain-

ly, in this context, it is preferable to under-

stand ""' the word suddha as pure and not as white. 

The suddha dress is to be used by chamberlain, 

elderly brahman~, merchants, ministers, 
·A. 

priests, 

ascetics, k!fatriyas, vaisyas and the royal offi-

cers. The maJina dress is prescribed for lunatics, 

inebrieted persons, travellers and persons in 

adversity. Sometimes, according to necessity, the 

costumes of parivrajakas, great sages, ordinary 

ascetics should be made with ka~aya (dark red) 

cloth. The costumes and embellishments of the 
.... _ 

sages, nirgranthas (jain), sakyas (buddhist) monks 

should be according to their tradition. 

The vicitra dress is to be used in cases of 
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gods, demons, yaksas, gandharvas, nagas and kings 

of 
~ 

amorous nature. Pasupata should also have the 

v1c1tra dress. Persons guarding harems should have 

kasaya dress. The dress of the warriors, should be 

in accordance with the battle scenes. They can be 

shown with varied weapons, armours and quivers 

etc. While making the costumes, the qualities and 

kinds (whether superior, middling or inferior) of 

characters should be kept in mind. 

The barbs are to be used according to the 

region, condition and age of the character. There 

are four kinds of barbs :-
~ 

1. Suddha (shaven or white) --2. Syama (black) 

3. Vic1tra (smartl trimmed) 

4. Roma~a (hairy or bushy) 

~ 

The suddha barb, which may mean the white 

coloured barb, is understood by Abhinavagupta as 

the clean-shaven one. The barbs of religious 

mendicants, ministers, priests and persons averse 

to sensual pleasures are clean shaven. At this 

point, 
; 

it becomes clear that Suddha should mean 

clean-shaven and not white because all these 

people are not necessarily of the age in which 

their barb gets naturally white. 
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Barbs of the divine male beings like the 

s 1 ddhas and v 1 dyaahar Ts, kings, princes, roy a 1 

officers, persons behaving like vain dandies, 

those who are proud of their youth should be shown 

with vicltra barb. Those who are afflicted by 

miseries and those who could not keep their prom-

i ses shou 1 d be shown to have 
/-
syama barb. The 

sages, ascetics and persons observing longstanding 

vows should appear with romasa barb. 

ANGARACA.NA 

It is re 1 a ted to the painting of 1 imbs and 

resulting change in personality. According to the 

Natya;astra, first the limbs should be painted and 

then the dresses should be put on. There are four 

original colours - white, blue, yellow. and red . 

. Many other colours can be made by mixing of these 

co 1 ours. Such co 1 ours are ca 11 ed the upavarQas -

the minor colours. They are pa~?u (yellowish 

white), kapota (pigeon colour - white and blue), 

padma (1 otus co 1 our white and red), har1ta 

(green- yellow and blue), ka~aya (violet- blue 

and red), gaura (yellowish red- red and yellow). 

By mixing three or four colours many other colours 

can be prepared. 

Gods, yaksas and the celestial damsels should 
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be painted with gaura colour. Sun, druhina and 

skanda should have the golden lustre. Soma (moon), 

br;-haspati, 
,. 
sukra, varuna, the stars, the oceans, 

the himalayas, the ganga and Ba1arama should be 

white. Mars should be red. Buddha and fire are 

yellow. Naraya~a, nara and the serpent Vasuki are 

dark in colour. Daityas, danavas, raksasas, guhya-
. ,_ 

kas, p1sacas, deities of mountains, water and sky 

are dark blue in colour. some of the yak~as,gand-

harvas, bhutas, pannagas, vidyadharas are of 

various colours. The men of the sapta dv1pas are 

to be painted in molten gold. Except for the 

kurus, all the other inhabitants of jambudv1pa 

should be of golden colour. The men of bhadrasva 

are white, of k~tuma1a are blue, of other var~as 

are gaura. Similarly, the details related to those 

colours are also given with which the men of 

bharatavarsa should be painted accord,ing to their 

region, tribal origin, position 1n the varna 

system of the society, sentimental and emotional 

states and profBssions. Kings should be painted 

with padma, happy men with gaura, vile men and 

those of lower birth and suffering under the 

influence of bad planets should be painted with 

the black colour. Brahmanas and k~atriyas should 

be shown as gaura and vai{yas and ~udras as black. 
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The details of the mukutas (crowns), pratisi-

ras (masks) and rules for the make up of the hairs 

are also given in the Na~ya;astra. There are three 

kinds of mukutas ·- - ~ parsavagata, mastakino. and 
. . -,.... 

k1r1~a.Parsvagata is used in case of gods, gand-

harvas, - Q. yaksas, pannagas and raksas. Mastaki~ is 
• • k 

used for middling gods and kirita for the superior 

gods. Mastakina is used for kings also. Vidyadha-

ras, siddhas and aranas should be having their . 
hair locks tied as mukuta- this is called the . 
kesamukuta or jata-mukuta. . . . 

Masks should be employed in cases of raksasd 

and demons. Half crowns are used for the mahama-

tyas, army commanders and princes. Ministers, 

kandikTyas, 1 eaders. of merchant gu i 1 ds and priests 

should have turbans. Goblins, lunatics and ascet-

ics should have long hairs. Buddhists, ,. -srotr1yas, 

jainas, parivrajakas should have shaven head. Also 

those 
/ 

initiated for sacred vows and sacrifices 

should have shaven head. The amorous people, 

rogues and royal officers should have curly hairs. 

The sages should have matted hairs, the boys three 

tufts of-hairs and the ce~as (menials) three locks 

of hairs. The menials can have a shaven head also. 

The vidUsakas should have either their head shaven • 

and bald or kakapada (a particular kind of hair-
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cut which resembled the design of the foot of the 

crow). Masks are to be used when the characters 

with more than one head are to be shown. Artifi-

cial 1 imbs are also to be used when needed. In - .... _ the details about various and Na~yasastra, weapons 

its uses for the purpose of aharya are also given. 

This sums up briefly the detailed discussions 

on various aspects of ah~ryabhinaya. While dis

cussing the aharyabhinaya in the Na~ya;astra, it 

is presumed that the required colouring of limbs, 

embellishments, costumes and other things of make 

up help the actor assume the nature of the person 

whose character he or she is supposed to repre-

sent. This change in the nature of· the actor is 

explained on the basis of change in the nature of 

soul as it changes the body. This principle can be 

understood as the change in the appearance brings 

about change in the nature of the essence. 

The uses of various calours in various con-

texts may indicate that some ideas and conceptions 

are related to every colour. Gaura is related to 

happiness, malina to abnormality and adversity, 

yellow and ka~aya to those who have attained some 

kind of pious distinction. Vicitra is related to 

power, amorousness, divinity, supernatural power 
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and strangeness. White (here the word is 
., 
suddha 

which may mean pure also) and black are almost 

opposed in matter of the conceptions related to 

them. White is related to knowledge, auspicious 

occasions, averseness to sensuous pleasure and 

professions related to intellectual, commercial 

and royal life. Black is conceived as the colour 

showing adversity, vileness, lower social status 

(due to lower birth), and brute forces (like 

- 0.. 
rak~asJ. Padma colour is related to power and its 

chaste use. 

Such a description provides a particular 

semiotics of colour as it is being used in the 

dramatic presentation. Since 
,._ 

the Natyasastra lS . 
more descriptive than pr~scriptive in nature, it 

can be assumed that this semiotics of colour is 

based on the prevalent practices in society as 

well as in the histrionic presentation during the 

period of preparation of this treatise. Since we 

are reading the Na~yatastra in the perspective of 

the commentary of Abhinavagupta also, this semiot-

ics of colour should be relevant even in the 

context of the period of the Abhinavagupta's 

commentary. 

The masks and turbans also have a communica-
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tive content. Mukuta is to be used only 1n cases of 

divine beings and kin~s. The muku~a of the kings 

resemble the mukuta of the middling gods this 

means that the status of kings was that of the 

middling gods. The use of turbans also defines the 

functions, occupations and social status of a 

person. If someone has only a lock of hair as his 

mukuta, he has either achieved some kind of aca-

demic or religious distinction or he 1s a cara~a. 

The kesamukuta is a symbol to enhance the status . 
of those who have attained some kind of distinc-

tion. The very fact that only the bunches and 

locks of hai~s are being considered as a kind of 

mukuta signifies that the life in its simplest 

forms, if dedicated to higher causes, 1s as impor-

tant as that of gods and kings. Same 1s the case 

with those who have the clean shaven heads. The 

monks, ascetics and those engaged in vedic studies 

as well as the menials are supposed to have their 

heads clean shaven. At this point also, some 

relations can be drawn between the simplicity of 

life and the higher academic and religious pursuit 

of life. 

Apart from the a1amkaras and the angaracana, 

including pusta and sanjTva in the ahar¥abhinaya 

indicates that anarya is not only the decoration 
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of the actor according to the conception of the 

character but also creating an ambiance on the 

stage which is conceived by the playwright. This 

kind of an overall creation of ambiance on the 

stage is related to citrabhinaya also. Though 

citrabhinaya is more related to representation 

through the movements of various limbs, it is 

sometimes related ~ven to the details of costumes 
' 

and other embellishments also. For example, the 

winter is shown by means of using the warm 

clothes. The rainy season is to be shown by pre-

senting the trees of kadamba, nimba, kutaja on the 
• 

stage; vasanta by displaying various flowers. 

Similarly various other situations arise in which 

the aharyas have to be conceived according to the 

imperatives of the situations. 
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CONCLUSION 



·CONCLUS I ON 

The twentyfourth sloka of the sixth chapter 

of the Na~yasastra says:-

Ahgiko vacikascaiva aharyaQ sattvikastatha. 

Catvarobhinaya hyete vijneya na~yasamstaya~. 

that is there are four kinds of abhinayas - angi

ka, vacika, aharya and sattvika. Each one of them 

have been briefly examined in the four different 

chapters in order to understand the comprehensive 

concept of abhinaya in the Bharatana~yasastra. As 

we have seen, abhinaya communicates the experience 

of life by enacting the real life situations 

during a histrionic representation. To enact a 

real life situation, one has to imitate the mental 

as we 11 as the phys i ca 1 responses of a person 

during a particular experience. The sattvika, the 

angika and the vacika abhinayas are the essential 

aspects of the enactment by the actors on the 

stage. Aharyabh i nay a is re 1 a ted to creating the 

rea 1 surroundings in which the situation to be 

enacted can actually take place. Thus all the four 

kinds of abhinayas together make the enactment of 

an event complete. 
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While describing the process of the enactment 

of an event ·or an experience of 1 ife, Bharata 

makes important c 1 ass if i cations, categories and 

hypotheses for examining how a particular effect 

is created by a histrionic presentation. The rasa 

theory is a comp 1 ete mode 1 for ana 1 ys i ng the 

experience of life and hence for analysing any 

literary work. The basic purpose of abhinaya is to 

evoke rasa. So the rasa theory has been deliberat-

ed in detail to study the behaviour (more precise-

1 y the anubhavas) of a person during different 
. ·--

s i t u at i on s . T h e s e s i t u at i on s h a v e been ex am i ned 

according to the categories of rasas and bh~vas. 

The categories of the rasa theory is the basis of 

studying the movements of different parts of the 

body in communication and the use of language to 

create the desired·effect on the interlocutor, the 

audience or the reader of a 1 iterary text. Even 

the anarya - the . COStumes 1 make-up and the WhO 1 e 

mis-en-scene - have been examined and described in 

the light of the ras~ theory and its categories. 

Thus the rasa theory is the framework for studying 

the abh 1 nay a which is conceived as a means to 

evoke the required rasa. 
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Sattvika abhinaya 1s directly related to the 

changes in the behaviour for enacting a situation 

by special efforts of a concentrated mind in order 

to evoke some rasa and its accompanying bhavas. 

Thus 1n the sattvika abhinaya the mental and 

phys i ca 1 responses to the st imu 1 i provided by an 

event are intrinsically interlinked. Due to this 

intrinsic interlinking, the sattvika abhinaya is 

considered as mana~prabhavam (originating in mind) 

and so it has been studied with the rasas and 

bhavas. Both rasas and bhavas are the mind based 

classifications of life experience and so the 

aspect of abhinaya originating from the mind has 

' been exp 1 a i ned as an integra 1 part of the rasa 

theory in the chapters on the rasas and bhavas. In 

the sat tv i k a abh i nay a efforts of a concentrated 

mind is more important as it wi 11 naturally pro-

duce necessary changes in the physical state. and 

behaviour. 

In the chapters on the angik"abhinaya, the 

non-verbal communication through the movement of 

various parts of the body is explained. This 

description is partially in the framework of the 

rasa theor~ though by and large the communicative 

content of the movements of 1 imbs have been de-

scribed as they have been observed in the actual 
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practice. Apart from the movements with a communi

cative content, there are many movements of var

ious parts of body which serve the purpose of 

creating beauty and p 1 easing situation .. However, 

it is important to note the way the non-verbal 

communication pat tern has been studied on the 

mode 1 of the verba 1 communication through 1 an

guage. In linguistic studies, language is de

scribed from its atomic phonemic as well as mor

phemic units to the formation of meaningful ex

pressions constituted by the basic units of la~

guage. On the same patterns, first of a 11 the 

unitary movements of each part of the body is 

described. Then various combinations of these 

movements are explained. Through this process 

various movements of hastas, karanas, carTs and 

others have been identified. Even the samanya 

abhinaya is defined in the twentysecond s7oka of 

the twentyfourth chapter of the Natyasastra as the 

movement made s imu 1 taneous 1 y by the head, the 

face, the feet, the thighs, the shanks, the belly 

and the waist. Thus the samanya abhinaya lS like 

the syntax of the non-vebal communication. 

The study of the ang i kabh inaya on the pat

terns of the vacika places the later in the centre 

of the dramatic communication through abh i nay a .. 
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Vac i kabh i nay a is considered as the body of the 

drama which implies that the written text and its 

recitation under histrionic situation is the most 

important aspect of the abhinaya. Vacikabhinaya is 

described with the help of a model whose catego

ries have become the fundament a 1 s of the Indian 

tradition of the literary theories. The rasa 

theory along with the chandas, a1amkaras and such 

other considerations of the vac i kabh i nay a is a 

·comp 1 ete theory which can be used to ana 1 yse a 

literary text. The model for analysing a literary 

text is an important contribution of the Natyasas

tra to the Indian tradition of the literary theo

ries. 

The aharyabhinaya is different from the other 

three kinds of abhinayas because it is not a part 

of the mental or physical responses of the actor. 

during a part i cu 1 ar situation. The aharyabh 1 nay a 

is the costumes· and make-up of the actor which 

help him transform his personality to the charac

ter which is being represented by him. Thus the 

. aharya he.l ps the actor to enact a situation or an 

event through the sattvika, arigika and vacika 

abhinayas. The hypothesis involved in the aharyi

kabhinaya is that the change in the appearance of 

a person leads to some changes in his behaviour 
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also. 

Thus abh i nay a 1 s the sumtota 1 of a 11 the 

efforts to create a real life situation for repre-

senting a particular experience of 1 ife. Not only 

the actor but a full team of the dramatis personae 

including the writer of the play, 'those in charge 

of the costumes, make-up and co 1 our i ng of the 

limbs and anyone making efforts in the histrionic 

representation to evoke and pervade the relevant 

rasas and bh~vas are involved in the abhinaya of a 

drama. All the dramatis personae and the audience 

are sahrdaya in the performance of the drama. By • 

being sahrdaya, the dramatis personae themselv~s 

experience the rasa which pervades the mind of the 

audience as a result of the representation of an 

event (imagined or real) by the combined efforts 

of the dramatis personae. The icons, symbols, 

figures of speech, metrical pat terns, movements 

and gestures of different parts of the body and 

any other effort by the actor(s), the dramatis 

personae and the audience to recreate an event is 

part of abhinaya. The purpose of abhinaya-is to 

evoke the relevant rasas and bhavas and make them 

pervade the mind of the audience. 

As indicated in the introduction, abhinaya is 
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) 

the set of all the signifying units used in the 

actual performance of the drama. These signifying 

units are in the realm of verbal, non-verbal as 

well as the symbolic communication. Representation 

through verbal communication is vacikabhinaya. 

Enactment of the anubhavas and the angikabhinaya 

is the non-verbal communication. The use of the 

symbolic objects like the costumes and colour to 

represent a situation is aharyabhinaya. In the 

Natya~astra, the basic atomic units of each of 

.them are identified and .then the actual uses of 

their various combinations have been explained. 

Abhinaya is conceived as the communication through 

these combinations- of various signifying units in 

order to enact an event with the purpose of repre

senting the experiences of life in terms of the 

categories of rasa theory. 
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APPENDIX 

( T a k en f rom P • S . R . A p par a. o 1 9 6 7 : 1 5 5- 1 5 9 ) 



1 

pill IJ tJICII 

FLAG 

Drtlhacartdra 

HALF-MOOH 

· MflflrTI 
fliT 

HAND GESTURES 

1. SINGLE-HAND OI!STURE5 . 

tri pDtaalca 

Pl.AoG WITH THilE! FINOEilS 

1 

araala 
BENT 

Sikhara 
PEAK 

kartariimulcha 
SCISSORS 

SukatunDa 

PARROT·BEA~ 

Upinha 
WOOD-APPLE 



koTakoomukha 

OPENING IN A BKA<.:t:U:T 

10rpaSiro 
Sl!lt.PENT-HOOD 

Glllpal/ava 
MOVJNO LOTUS 

suuciimukha 
NEEDLE-POINT 

mrigaSiir$ha 
D£ER-HEAP 

catura 
POUR 

padmakooSa 
lOTUS STAMF.N 

kaangula 
.TAIL 

bhriiiiUlrll 
UE 



ham.saasya 

SWAN-BEAK 

mulcula 

BUD 

tut}tzU 
JOIMI!D PALMS 

hamsapabhu 
SWAN-WING 

2. COUl'U!I>-BAMD GE!TUJtES 

tu 

samdan•Sa 
PINCB.S 

taamrt~ c1111Da 
OOCIC 



korkoTo 

CRAB 

koTokoowmlhomaonaka 

:.: 'IWO koTakoamukluJ HAMDS CROSSED 

"1111/radlra 
CX>WBINED kopittha &. 

muku/a HANDS 

lV 

s 
Doola 

SWING 

BHA.IlATA'S NAATYA SAASTJlA 

SI"O.ftiko 

ISOIAN CROSS 

utsonga: 
EMBRACE 

pullrpaprll'a 
fLOWER PETI!L 



JO 

makora 

CROCODILE 

tWohittha 

gajadanta 

ELEPHA!'iT TUSIC 

TWO SubiUIIDo HANDS COMBINED 

'lardhamaana 

STRlTCH.ED HANDS (CROSSED) 
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